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Earlier studies have revealed that the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR.) by virtue of its

ability to accumulate C*+, plays an important role in the relaxation of the cardiac muscle.

Although varying degrees of defects in the Ca2*-transport activity of SR has been reported

in different types of failing hearts, no information on the status of SR function during the

development of congestive heart failure due to myocardial infarction is available in the

literature. This study was, therefore, undertaken to examine the status of SR in congestive

heart failure subsequent to myocardial infarction upon ligating the teft coronary artery in

rats for 4, 8, and L6 weeks. The left heart function was assessed with an intraventricular

pressure transducer and SR membrane fractions from the right ventricle and the viable left

ventricle were used for biochemical studies. The hemodynamic data revealed that the left

ventricular end-diastolic pressure was increased, whereas the rates of contraction and

relaxation were decreased significantly in experimental animals at 4, 8, and 16 weeks of

coronary ligation as compared to controls. Although the presence of ascites was evident at

4 weeks, other signs of congestive heart failure, like lung congestion, were present at I and

L6 weeks post-myocardial infarction in experimental rats . On the basis of these data, the

e4perimental animals at 4, 8, and L6 weeks after the induction of myocardial infarction were

considered to represent early, moderate and severe stages of congestive heart failure.

T.he SR. Ca2* uptake activities measured in the presence of oxalate were decreased

progressively in the viable left ventricle of the experimental animals at 4,8, and 16 weels

post-myocardial infarction. On the other hand, SR Ca2* uptake actíwty in the right ventricle
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was increased at 4 and B weeks but no change was apparent at L6 weeks after coronary

occlusion. The decrease in SR. Ca2* uptake in the left ventricle and an increase in right

ventricle were associated with corresponding changes in maximal velocity values (Vmax)

without arry ahteration in the affinity for C** . T.tre opposite changes in the right and left

ventricles were dependent on the scar size as well as the time after inducing myocardial

infarction and reflect difference in the functional status of the left and the right hearts in

animals subsequent to myocardial infarction. The observed changes in SR Ca2+ uptake in

both right and left ventricles were not due to any artifact associated with the isolation and

purification of the SR vesicles or leakage of C** through the C** -release channels. These

findings suggest differential remodelling of the SR membranes with respect to the Ca2+

pump mechanism in the left and the right ventricle during the development of congestive

heart failure.

Since SI{ Ca2* uptake is an energy dependent process, the SR Ca2* ATPase in the

left ventricles of experimental animals with severe stages of heart failure was characteÅzed.

The SR Ca2*-stimutated ATFase activity, when examined in the presence of Na\ or

different concentrations of KCI was decreased in the failing hearts. The rate of ATP

hydrolysis at various concentrations of Caz* as well as ATP was found to be depressed in

experimental heart preparations. Double reciprocal plots of the results showed a decrease

in Vmax for ATP hydrolysis without any change in the affinity of experimental SR. for Ca2*

or,{TP. In contrast to the left ventricle, the SR Ca2*-stimulated ATPase activity in the right

ventricle from animals with congestive heart failure was higher than the control values.

These results indicate that changes in SR Ca2*-transport activities during the development
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of congestive heart failure were due to alterations in the Caz+-pump mechanisms.

Xt is now well known that phosphorylation of SR membranes with cAMP-dependent

protein kinase or calmodulin is associated with an increase in the Ca2*-pump activity. In this

study we examined the SR Ca2*-,4T?ase activities in presence of various concentrations of

cAMP-dependent protein kinase as well as calmodulin. The results indicated that addition

of these phosphorylating agents produced a concentration dependent stimulation of the

Ca2*-ATPase inboth control and experimental preparations;however, the enz,qe activities

in the failing hearts in presence of low concentrations of these agents were decreased in

comparison to the control preparations. Similar changes were also observed when the

measurements were made in the presence of different concentrations of Ca2*. The

phosphorylation activities of the experimental SR preparations due to cyclic AMP-protein

kinase as well as calmodulin were lower than the control preparations. Although the

stimulatory effects of both cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase and calmodulin on Ca2*-

ATPase andphosphorylation activities in e4perimentalpreparations were greater than those

in control SR, such differences in sensitivities appear to be due to depressed base line

activities in elperimental preparations. These results indicate defects in regulatory

mechanisms for SR. Ca2*-pump system in the failing heart.

Themechanisms of depressed Caz*-pump activitiesinexperimentalpreparationswere

studied by examining the composition of SR with respect to SH groups as well as protein

and phospholipid contents. No differences in the total and free SF{ groups as well as

electrophoretic pattern of protein peaks in the polyacrylamide gel were seen between

control and failing heart preparations. No changes in cholesterol contents or
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cholesterol/phospholipids ratio in the experimental SR. preparations were evident. On the

other hand, marked changes in the phospholipid composition of the SR from failing hearts

were seen; lysophosphatidylcholine, sphingomyelin and phosphatidylinositol contents were

increased whereas phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylserine contents were decreased. Xn

view of the important role of phospholipids in modifying the SIt Ca2*-pump activities, it

appears that the observed changes in SR. Ca2*-pump in failing hearts may partly be due to

the altered phosphoþid composition of the SR membrane.

In order to assess if the alterations in SR Ca2*-pump system in the failing hearts were

due to any defects at the genetic level, the levels of mRNA for Ca2*-ATPase in the left

ventricles of control and experimental animals at 4,8, and L6 weels were measured by using

Northern and slot blot analysis. The levels of GAPDI{ mRNA and 28S rRNA were

estimated as indication of the total mRNA and total rRN{ respectively. The relative

amounts of mRNA for Ca2*-ATFase with respect to mRNA levels of GAFDFI and 28S

rRNA were decreased in experimental hearts at 4, 8. and 16 week post-myocardial

infarction. These results suggest that the depressed SR Ca2*-pump activity in failing hearts

may partly be due to abnormalities in the gene transcrþtion during the development of

CHF.
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X." Fa$hoplaysíolory of'Candiac Ðysf'aemcÉiom üm Coxegestive Fåean& Failure

Congestive heart failure (CHF) is a pathophysiological state in which the heart is

unable to supply sufficient oxygenated blood to meet the metabolic demands of the body

and is thus associated with poor venous return as well as fluid accumulation in the lungs and

perþheral tissues. The importance of examining the epidemiolory of CHF may be

appreciated by considering the magnitude of the problem (1) as the prevalence of CHF in

the United States is estimated to be 2.3 million people. The increasing prevalence of CHF'

since 1968 is because of the aging population as well as due to improvements in medical

therapy which has resulted in longer lives for patients with cardiovascular disease (1,2). The

number of hospital discharges for CIIF has more than doubled from 1973 to L986 in the

United States (3). A recent study has confirmed that CHF is the most common discharge

diagnosis in the major diagnostic category of diseases and disorders of the circulatory system

in elderly patients (4). Fhysicians now realize that the prognosis of patients with heart

failure is far worse than originally anticipated; only 50 Vo of patients are still alive 5 years

after the onset of signs and symptoms of CI{F (5). Although precise data are not available,

approximately 40 Vo of.patients die suddenly when they are in stable condition, while others

die primarily due to signs and symptoms of progressive cardiac dysfunction during the course

of CHF (5).

The major pathophysiologic processes that contribute to the development of CHF
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include loss of cardiac muscle, pressure overload, volume overload, decreased contractility

and restricted filling (6). Etiological studies of congestive heart failure reveal that the most

prevalent cause of CHF is the coronary artery disease followed by systemic hypertension,

valwlar heart disease, cardiomyopathy and congenital heart disease. Coronary artery disease

comprises approximately two-thirds of patients with severe class IV heart failure (6). There

aÍe a number of factors that contribute to CHF in the presence of coronary artery disease.

The most important of these is the loss of muscle due to myocardial infarction and

subsequent scar formation. Depression in the pumping ability of the heart and ventricular

reserve naturally follows from the reduction in the number of contractile elements and

ventricular compliance. When a part of heart muscle is lost during infarction, there occurs

an increase in the work load on the remaining viable muscle. The manner in which pressure

or volume overload eventually leads to an irreversible reduction in the intrinsic contractility,

it is likely that the same stress may be operative in the viable ventricular muscle with large

myocardial infarcts (6).

In response to reduced cardiac output as a result of decreased contractility, anumber

of neurohormonal mechanisms are activated to preserve the circulatory homeostasis in the

course of CHF (7). There is a good relation between the severity of CIIF and the level of

circulating catecholamines which presumably maintain the cardiovascular function in the

face of decreased intrinsic contractility. Grculating catecholamine levels are increased in

CHF due to an increase in the sympathetic tone and release of catecholamines from the

adrenal medulla (8). any change in cardiac performance that threatens renal blood flow is

detected by sensory receptors in the renal arterioles and leads to the release ofreninfrom
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the kidney. Most patients with CF{F demonstrate an excessive activation of the renin-

angiotensin system at rest as well as during exercise. Once formed, angiotensin n{ may

potentiate the effects of the other vasoconstrictive hormones in heart failure; this is

particularly achieved by facilitating the central and peripheral effects of the sympathetic

system as well as by enhancing the release of vasopressin from the pituitary. Alt these

systems may then act in concert to greatly exacerbate conditions in patients with failing

hearts. It has thus become evident over the past several years that the compensatory

mechanisms which are helpful in maintaining cardiac function during initial stages, have the

potential for overshooting and producing deleterious effects over a prolonged period (6).

As congestive heart failure has become one of the most serious health problems and

common cause of death, different experimental models of heart failure have been developed

for assessment of the failing myocardium. However, there arevery few models of congestive

heart failure secondary to myocardial infarction (9). In this regard, Johns and Olson (L0)

published the first comprehensive description of surgical ligation of the coronary artery in

rats. These investigators preferred rats over dogs because the size of infarction and mortality

due to infarction in dogs was unpredictable, presumably due to collateral blood supply and

differences among various breeds. By establishing the arterial network of the heart and the

incidence of mortality and infarction in rats, these investigators set the stage for further

studies of experimentally produced myocardial infarction leading to congestive heart failure.

Several years later with some modifications of the earlier techniques, Selye et al (LL) were

able to show larger myocardial infarct secondary to coronary occlusion and longer survival

of the experimental animals. This rat model of myocardial infarction was used to study
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morphological features of the evolving infarcts and the effect of various interventions on the

infarct size (I2-L4) as well as the metabolic and mechanicaladaptations in these hearts (15).

Although the rat heart lacks collateral circulation and therefore is not similar to human

heart, this model of infarction is useful by virtue of the reproducibility of the infarct size.

R.at is also preferred over large animals because of the relative low mortality and cost,

predictability of inducing alarge size infarct and development of CF{F in a large proportion

of surviving animals.

Qualitative and quantitative changes duringpathological evolutionhave been studied

in the rat model of myocardial infarction during the past three decades. Histological study

of.L-ZL day old myocardial infarcted rats showed that following a mild and acute inflamatory

response at the margins of the necrotic myocardium, there is chronic inflamation, vascular

and collagenous proliferation and resorption of necrotic tissue which progresses until scar

formation is complete usually by 2L days (16). In another study, the process of scar

reabsorption has been carefully assessed by morphometric techniques in rat heart and it was

shown that infarcts affecting an average 23 Vo of the left ventricle were characterizedby a

27 Vo hypertrophic growth and infarcts with an average of 50 Vo loss of muscle, resulted in

83 Vo expansion of the spared myocardium (17). Cellular hypertrophy in both cases involved

a significant increase in the myoryte transverse area and the myocyte length. These

alterations combined with the deficient reconstitution of myocardial mass following large

infarcts resulted in 25 Vo, 29 Vo, and 30 Vo deficits in the absolute amounts of capillary

lumen, surface and length per ventricle, respectively (17).

Measurement of scar size is a valuable indicator of the extent of damage to the
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myocardium. I-"eft ventricular function in rats with large myocardial infarction was assessed

in a study in which the relationship between infarct size and ventricular performance was

defined in rats 3 weels after the left coronary afiery ligation (18). ,4 small change in

baseline hemodynamics or peak indices of cardiac pumping and pressure generating ability

was observed in experimental animals with small left ventricular infarct (4-30 Vo) when

compared to controls. E4perimental animals with moderate myocardial infarction QL-aS Vo)

had normal baseline hemodynamics but the cardiac pump function was reduced upon

volume overload. R.ats with large infarcts @5 Vo) had congestive heart failure charactenzed

by elevated filling pressures, reduced cardiac output, and minimum capacity to respond to

pre-load and after-load stress. Subsequent work indicated that coronary ligation in the rat

provided an experimental model of graded left ventricular dysfunction, in which the

impairment of left ventricular function was directly related to the extent of myocardial loss

(r9,20).

The presence and extent of left ventricular dilatation was a parameter used in the

prognosis for survival of post-infarct patients (21). Left ventricular distention and dilatation

were illustrated by upward and rightrvard movement on the pressure-volume relationship in

e4perimental animals when compared to control (19,20).It was suggested that increased

ventricular volume helped to maintain peak stroke volume despite the linear reduction of

ejection fraction index with increasing infarct size in animals 3-4 weeks after the induction

of myocardial infarction. A study of the time course (4, 7, I0, 20, and 35 weeks) of

hemodynamic changes in rats with healed severe myocardial infarction @3 7o) revealed that

at 4 weeks, peak left ventricular blood pressure, left ventricular maximum rate of
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contraction, mean blood pressure, and systemic vascular resistance were decreased when

compared to control (22). Fwthermore, the left ventricular end-diastolic pressure was

increased by 313 Vo in these experimental animals. T'hese investigators found no further

significant deviation in blood pressure, left ventricular end-diastolic pressure, left ventricular

blood pressure, and rate of left ventricular contraction after 4 weeks of infarction. However,

cardiac output and systemic vascular resistance changed progressively. These changes were

accompanied by decreased blood flow to stomach, small intestine and kidney by 35 weeks

which reflects progressive cardiac decompensation and terminal heart failure in these

animals (22). Recent use of this model for investigation of pharmacological tolerance to

nitrate therapy has revealed that the rapid reduction of left ventricular end diastolic pressure

caused by glyceryl trinitrate resembles that seen in man and the¡efore, could be used as a

model for examining the mechanisms of action and tolerance of different pharmacological

agents (23).

Under normalphysiological conditions, heartworks as a synchronizedunit butunder

pathological conditions the response of each area of the heart may be different from other

according to the pathological stress. In humans, the most cortmon cause of right-sided heart

failure and pulmonary hypertension is left-sided heart failure (6). When left ventricular

filling pressure is elevated, right ventricular systolic pressure increases to maintain the

pressure gradient across the pulmonary bed. Hence, the elevation of left ventricular end-

diastolic pressure produced by extensive infarction appears to result in right ventricular

hypertrophy and has been linked to the hemodynamic state of left ventricle (18,24). Since

morphological adaptation of the rþht ventricle in animals with large left ventricle infarct is
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charactertzed by concentric hypertrophy (25) whereas that of the viable nonischemic left

ventricle is both concentric and accentric hypertrophy (77,26), it canbe argued that changes

in the left ventricle may differ from those in the right ventricle. This view is consistent with

the observation that region-specific differences in contractile proteins are manifested in

hearts subsequent to myocardial infarction (26). Thus, left ventricular dysfunction may

eventually cause severe right ventricular overload and dysfunction such that the right

ventricle becomes a limiting factor in heart failure.

To overcome the loss of a part of ventricle, the surviving myocardium undergoes

hypertrophy to maintain the cardiac function. Myocardial hypertrophy after myocardial

infarction has long been thought to be beneficial as a nonspecific compensatory mechanism

for increasing ventricular mass and functional capacity of the infarcted hearts (27). Cardiac

hypertrophy involves a sequence of events including initiating signals, coupling mechanisms

and regulation of gene expression. The initiating signals include cell deformation,

neurotransmitters and hormones, resulting in activation of membrane channels and enzymes.

The mechanisms of decompensation of the hypertrophied heart leading to mechanical

failure could involve impaired function of any of these steps in this complex pathway. V/hile

the validity of this concept remains to be established, the cellular processes associated with

the incidence of hypertrophy in infarcted rat heart has yielded some useful information

(L7,25). An earþ report of cardiac hypertrophy in experimental rat hearts 12 weeks after the

induction of myocardial infarction suggested that overall cardiac hypertrophy was about 170

Vo when compared to control (28). Recent work on rat heart with medium (> 15-30 Vo) or

large (>30 Vo) infarct size has shown that the myorytes had undergone significant
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hypertrophy after 5 weeks of coronary ligation (2\.fna study regarding growth response

of the right ventricle in rats following ligation of the left coronary artery, the weight of the

right ventricle was increased by 30 Vo and this hypertrophic change was charactenzed,by L7

7o ventrict¿,lar wall thickening and L3 Vo greater diameter of myocytes (25). Inadequate

growth of the microvasculature that supports tissue oxygenation was evidenced by relative

decreases in capillary luminal volume density, capillary luminal surface density, and by an

increase in the average maximum distance from the capillary wall to the mitochondria of

myocytes. These authors suggested that inadequate compensation of the capillary bed

results in alterations of the structural properties of the microvasculature implicated in

oxygen avilablity, diffusion, and transport. The surviving ventricle may be vulnerable to

additional ischemic episodes (25). In a study regarding biological basis of myocardial

function in hypertension and coronary disease, it was concluded that myocardiat hypertrophy

is a biological adjustment to the environment and chronic heart failure is an adaptation

indicating its timits (30).

In different animal models, the heart failure is commonly preceeded by cardiac

hypertrophy to prevent acute cardiac insufficiency. Under in vivo conditions, the ventricular

function in cardiac hypertrophy is normal or increased whereas in heart failure with clinical

signs such as pulmonary congestion, liver congestion and ascites, ventricular function is

markedly depressed (31',32). Cardiac muscle from nonfailing hypertrophied hearts, when

examined under in vitro conditions, has been shown to generate normal, increased, or

decreased contractile force. Increased and decreased velocities of muscle shortening in non

failing hypertrophied cardiac muscles have been observed to be associated with high and low
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myosin ,ATPase activities respectivety (33). Such diffferences in the functional and

biochemical properties of the nonfailing hypertrophied hearts are considered to be due to

several factors such as the degree of ventricular wall stress, the duration of stress, the nature

of inciting stimulus as well as the species, age and health of the animals (32,43).

Accordingl¡ it has been proposed that nonfailing cardiac hypertrophy is physiological when

the contractile function is normal or supernormal but it is pathological when the contractile

function is depressed (32). It is therefore considered important to study the course of

alterations in an animal model of congestive heart failure to gain detailed information

regarding the mechanisms of these abnormalities in the surviving myocardium without any

drug intervention.

The functional, biochemical and morphological alterations that occur in ischemic

myocardium have been studied extensively, however, the adaptive process that occurs in

surviving tissue of the well healed, infarcted heart is not understood. Several associated

biochemical changes have been described but no precise cause-and-effect relationship has

been determined. Studies regarding defective mitochondriat ATPproduction as a mechanism

for reduced contractile force development have shown that heart failure can occur in the

presence of normal myocardial perfusion and orygen availabitity (34,35). From studies

involving the measurement of oxidative phosphorylation and the high-energy phosphate

content in failing heart, it is apparent that probably, the changes in mitochondrial function

are not related to development of heart failure because the contractility of these hearts is

impaired before the occurrence of any defect in mitochondrial function (36,37). Defects in

myocardial energy utilization have also been postulated to play a role in the development
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of heart failure because the efficiency of the heart, manifested as the ratio of work

performed to oxygen utilized, is depressed in chronic myocardial failure. The possibitity of

a defect in the conversion of metabolic energy to contractile work has been implied by

evidence which indicates that myosin heavy chains are differentially expressed and are

associated with altered myofibrillar ATFase activity in heart failure (3S-40). However, it has

been suggested that this remodelling of the myocardium may increase the efficiency of the

myocardium and thus represents a beneficial alteration rather than a cause leading to the

development of heart failure (37,4I).

The importance of calcium for the viability of the cardiac cell has been well

recognized for almost a century. Recent advances in research involving calcium movements

in the heart have been highly valuable for the formation of new concepts with respect to the

physiological and pathological aspects of calcium metabolism in the myocardium. It is now

well established that C** phys an important role in the excitation-contraction cycle of the

cardiac cells. It has been suggested that abnormalities in intracellular Ca2* metabolism may

be the basis of depressed contractility in heart failure. Specifically, either intracellular C** -

overload or intracellular Ca2*-deficiency may be responsible for defective myocardial

contractility as these events may initiate the disruption of energy-generating processes or

abnormal activation of the contractile machinery @2). The striated muscle cell consists of

two membrane systems, which are involved in the process of excitation-contraction coupling.

Ttre outer surface membrane, called the sarcoleÍrma (SI-), surrounds the entire muscle cell

and is excited by the innervating nerve to propagate an action potential to initiate

excitation-contraction coupling. The invaginations of sarcolemma into the fibre interior are
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called transverse tubules or T'-tubules. T'he T'-tubule system is responsible for the spread of

depolarization to the interior of the fibre and the accompanying membrane charge

movement. The muscle cell has an extensive internal membrane system called the

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), which is a membranous network surrounding myofibrils. T'Ìre

SR is responsible for sequestration of C** to allow relaxation, storage of. C** during

relaxation and release of Ca2* to initiate contraction. Since cardiac sarcolemma and

sarcoplasmic reticular membranes are known to participate in the beat-to-beat regulation

of myoplasmic Ca2* levels (43-46), a great deal of research has been focussed on abnormal

sarcolemmal function in failing myocardium and some work has been carried out to identify

sarcoplasmic reticular defects in heart failure. Evidence for rapid regulation of myoplasmic

Ca2* levels by mitochondria is lacking, but these organelles are capable of accumulation a

Iarge quantity of C** in vitro as well as under certain pathological conditions (45,47,48).

Thus in light of the importance of Ca2* ion in excitation-contraction coupling, it is intended

to summarize the interaction of. C** with myofibrils, sarcolemma, mitochondria, and

sarcoplasmic reticulum in cardiac contraction and relaxation process in health and disease.
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2, Role of'co¡r$rac$ile pnoûeims i¡l raon¡maå amd fainåmg heants

The heart is composed of a syncytium of muscle cells with connective tissue matrix.

Sarcomere, which forms 50 % of the cell mass, is the smallest functional unit of cardiac

muscle and has the ability to shorten and to develop tension (a9). The length of cardiac

sarcomeres varies between 1.6 to 2.2 u and is dependent upon the state of contracture

(50,51). Myofibrils are ananged end to end giving a striated appearance to the cardiac

myocyte (51). The thin filaments surround the thick filaments and interact by overlapping

; two strands of actin form a double helix to comprise a thin filament (52). Although

troponin and tropomyosin are known to play a regulatory role for the interaction of actin

and myosin, an additional protein with a molecular weight of 150 KD (C-protein) has been

identified in cardiac muscle (53). This C-protein has been shown to serve as a substrate for

phosphorylation by cAMP-dependent protein kinase, however, the role of the interaction of

this protein with other proteins in the contraction process is speculative (54). While actin

and myosin form cross-bridges and shorten against mechanical load at the expense of the

chemical energy contained inthe high-enerryphosphate bonds of ATP, the tropomyosin and

troponin proteins confer Ca2* sensitivity on the contractile machinery (55). Troponin C is

the subunit which binds C** ard,troponin I is known to inhibit Mg2+-stimulated actomyosin

(55). Binding of C** to the troponin C subunit removes the inhibition on binding of

troponin n to actin, and thus actin and myosin are allowed to interact for contraction.

Cardiac muscle can respond to increases in preload with increased contractile force over the

physiologic range which is observed clinically as graded improvements in cardiac
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performance when diastolic volume of the heart is increased (56,57). ,{ study concerning the

effects of length on C** sensitivity during tension development on the isolated

demembranated cardiac muscle was performed in which the cardiac troponin C was

substituted with skeletal troponin C (58). The results suggest that intrinsic molecular

properties of the cardiac troponin C subunit confer the length-induced autoregulation of the

troponin complex which in turn regulates the activation of the actin filaments. In vitro

evidence indicates that phosphorylation of serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues of the

troponin I subunit by cAMP-dependent protein kinase occurs in the myocardium (59). Since

the phosphorylation of troponin tr in the isolated troponin complex was shown to reduce

Ca2* affinity, this catecholamine-specific phosphorylation process has been suggested to be

associated with an increase in the rate of relaxation of the heart (60). The dark central A

band of the sarcomere (thick filament), is about 1.5 u in length and is composed of myosin

proteins (56). Myosin consists of a rodlike tail section each with a globular head made up

of two heavy-chain subunits which are the site of ,{Tpase activity (61).

Composition of the myosin head is related to the intrinsic ATPase activity of the

myofibrils and the speed of contraction of the myocardium. Three myosin isorymes V1,y2,

and V, have been described, to be composed of alpha-alpha, alpha-beta, and beta-beta

subunits, respectively (40,4L). Myosin ATPase activity is highest in the V, and lowest in the

V, isoform. It is known that the presence of a given myosin isoform is not associated with

any alteration in Ca2* sensitivity of cardiac myofibrils (41). Remodelling of the failing heart

as a shift in myocardial isozyme content from V, to V3 has been demonstrated in many types

of experimental heart disease (62-65). This isoryme shift is believed to occur at the
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transcriptional level and has been demonstrated in a wide variety of mammalian hearts

subjected to pressure overload (66). Support for the transcription regulation of these protein

changes is evidenced in response to stimulation of alpha 1--adrenoceptors in neonatal rat

cardiomyocytes and it has been suggested that hypertrophy in these cells is characterizedby

selective up-regulation of early developmental contractile protein isogenes, including those

for skeletal alpha-actin and beta-myosin heavy chain (67). Alteration of contractile proteins

is not confined to the myosin heavy-chains as changes in human light-chain myosin isoforms

have also been demonstrated in human hearts subjected to increased mechanical stress (68).

Increased synthesis of V, myosin isoryme could explain many of the functional changes such

as the characteristic depression of the force-vetocity curve in the failing heart. With regard

to energy utilization, it has been suggested that the increase in mechanical energy derived

from ATP used at the expense of depressed rate of myocardial contraction may actually be

beneficial in heart failure (69). A shift of myosin iso4yme contents is known to occur in the

atria of failing human heart but has not been observed in human ventricle (70). Since the

majority of myosin isoryme content of myocardium from ventricles of large mammals is V,

(71), the shift in isorymes in response to hemodynamic overload may be precluded in these

species. In this regard, autopsy samples from patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

assayed for myosin Ca2*-stimulated ATFase and isoenryme content, indicated that similar

ATPase activities existed in control and cardiomyopathic heart and no evidence for the

presence of different isozymes was found (72).Therefore, the mechanism involving changes

in contractile proteins may not be held solely responsible for cardiac pump dysfunction

observed in heart failure. The possibility of structural changes in actin, troponin, and
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tropomyosin in the failing heart requires detailed investigation for any meaningful

conclusion. Since it is possible to vary the maximum shortening velocity of failing hearts by

pharmacologic intervention that enhances intracellular Ca2* movements, it can be argued

that ahercd sarcoplasmic reticular, mitochondrial, or sarcolemmal function rather than

contractile proteins may play a role in pathogenesis of contractile failure.
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3. RoBe of ¡måtocfÀondn"ia im normna[ and faiåimg BaearÉs

T'he observation that isolated mitochondria could take up large amounts of Ca2* is

more than25 years old (a5) but recent experimentat data have shown that the importance

of mitochondria as cytosolic C** buffer has been overestimated. Ttre precise definition of

kinetic parameters of the enerry-linked C** uptake reactions have shown the affinity of

mitochondria for Caz* as L0 uM (K-) and the Vmax of 0.6 umol per mg of protein per min

(a5). In addition, mitochondria in situ are shown to contain between L and 2 nmoles of C**

per mg of protein (73). At submicromolar free cytosolic Ca2* levels, the rate of Caz*

uptake by the low affinity system of mitochondria is marginal; however, this uptake is

postulated to be continuous due to the presence of a transmembrane potential and this

could eventually lead to calcification of the organelle (45). It should also be pointed out that

the mitochondrial Ca2*-uptake in normal myocardium is known to be balanced by

electroneutral releas e of C** in exchange for transmembrane Na* so that a slow dynamic

equilibrium of C** movement is achieved (74). It has been suggested that

extramitochondrial Na* may play a role in the release of C** from the mitochondrial stores

but a review of data from the studies of this nature is unable to support the theory that

mitochondria can be an important means of delivery of C** in the normal myocardium

(45). Nevertheless, increases in intracellular Na* by pharmacological means such as digitalis

treatment may evoke release of intramitochondrial Ca2* to the rytoplasm (45). Evidence

from existence of mitochondrial I{ * 
I C** exchange and Na* /FI* exchange mechanisms have

been put forward by several investigators (75-78) but their significance in terms of
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contractile function of the cardiac muscle is not clear at present.

The role of mitochondria in handlin g C** homeostasis in experimental heart disease

has been studied in a number of animal models (a3). In rabbits with heart failure due to

aortic regurgitation, cellular Caz* contents were examined and were found to be normal,

however, a redistribution of cellular Ca2+ to the mitochondria was noted (48). This

redistribution of cellular Ca2* from abno¡mal sarcoplasmic reticulum to the mitochondria

may decrease the level of Caz* available to the contractile machinery and thus reduce the

ability of cardiac muscle to generate contractile force. Conversely, the rate and capacity of

mitochondnal C** uptake from the hearts of cardiomyopathic hamsters are reduced (79)

and this may produce intracellular Ca2* overload which may then impair contractile force

development in these animals. Although cardiac mitochondria are not considered to

participate in the delivery of Ca2* for the genesis of the Ca2* transients, these organelles

may play an important role in the disruption of intracellular Ca2* homeostasis during

pathological conditions by storing away the excess cytosolic C**. Mitochondria may

continue accumulating C** for a relatively long time without intolerable disturbance to

their function and thus could serve as a safety device of great importance to the cell (45).

Nonetheless, ovetloading mitochondria with Ca2* can depress enerry production and this

would impair contractile force development.
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4" Roåe of saneolexn¡ma å¡a ¡rorr¡laå actd failñmg hean6s

Xt is now well established that cardiac contraction is initiated when an action potential

depolarizes the cell. Cardiac sarcoleÍrma plays an important role in the generation and

maintenance of transmembrane gradients of Na*, K* and C** which are essential for

membrane excitability. Operating together, cardiac sarcolemmal membrane -bound ion

channels, ion-exchange systems and ATFase pumps contribute to the regulation of

membrane potential and cardiac excitation-contraction coupling process. A rapid Ca2*

influx is achieved through the opening of voltage sensitive Ca2* channels in the plasma

membrane and the triggering of C** induced Ca2* release depends critically on the rate

of.C** increase around the sarcoplasmic reticulum (80).In cardiac cells, two types of C**

channels, namely Ltype and T ty¡re, have been identified (81,82). The L type channel, is the

major pathway for voltage gated C*+ entry in mammalian cardiac cells leading to

excitation-contraction coupling and intracellular Caz* transients (83). The experimental

findings indicate that influx of. C** via L type channels can provide an adequate source of

C** to trigger the releas e of, C** from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and are therefore

compatible with a C** -induced Ca2* release mechanism (84).

The functional status of, C** channels in the cell can be monitored by determining

the specific binding of Ca2*-antagonists (S5). Reports of increased density of C**

channels/receptors in crude membrane preparations from hearts of genetically

cardiomyopathic hamsters (86-88) raise the possibility that intracellular C** overload via

augmented sarcolemmal C** influx may be the molecular basis of pathological alterations
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seen in these hearts. F{owever, no change in C** channel density was seen in older

cardiomyopathic hamsters with extensive cardiac hypertrophy and congestive heart failure

(89). Xn ischemic heart disease, it has been shown that l3H]-nitrendipine and [3H]-verapamil

binding densities are reduced in hearts subjected to global ischemia or hypoxia-

reoxygenation injury (90,91). I-ikewise the density of C** channels in the viable left

ventricles in rats with congestive heart failure due to myocardial infarction was decreased

(92). In a recent study, the level of mRNA encoding the C*+ channels was decreased by

47 Vo in the left ventricle from the patients with heart failure ¿N compared to control (93).

Furthermore, the number of. C** channels in hypertrophied right ventricle of rats with

congestive heart failure secondary to large left ventricular myocardial infarction were not

changed as compared to control values (92). Thus the status of C** channels may depend

on the type of heart failure.

Sympathetic nervous system plays an important role in the regulation of heart

function and its influence on the heart is mediated primarity by the activation of ß-

adrenoceptors and also by a-adrenoceptors to some extent (94,95). V/hile the positive

inotropic effect of catecholamines in the heart is mainly due to activation of ß-

adrenoceptors, alpha L-adrenoceptors have also been shown to exist in the heart. Depressed

inotropic response of the myocardium to adrenergic stimulation has been demonstrated in

both clinical heart failure and in a variety of experimental models of heart disease (96-99).

The density of n-adrenoceptors has been shown to be reduced without any change in their

ligand binding affinity in congestive heart failure due to idiopathic cardiomyopathy as well

as ischemic cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure secondary to myocardial infarction
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(100-102). On the other hand, no change was observed in congestive heart failure due to

doxorubicin-induced cardiomyopathy (103), whereas the density of ß-adrenoceptors was

increased in congestive heart failure due to aortic constriction in guinea pigs (104).

Congestive heart failure due to aortic constriction in dogs was associated with an increase

in the density but a decrease in the affinity of ß-adrenergic receptors (105). Furthermore,

some investigators (105) have reported an increase while others (107) have observed a

decrease in the density of ß-adrenoceptors in congestive heart failure due to a genetically

linked cardiomyopathy in hamsters. White an increase in the density of a-adrenoceptors has

been reported to occur in congestive heart failure due to aortic banding in guinea pigs (J.04),

conflicting results showing both increase or no change in the density of o-adrenoceptors in

congestive heart failure in cardiomyopathic hamsters (107,108) as well as in patients with

heart failure of various etiologies (109,110) have appeared in the literature. A careful

analysis of the results from these studies indicate that alterations in adrenergic receptors in

the myocardium may depend upon the type and stage of congestive heart failure.

Efforts have been made by many investigators to elucidate the physiologicat and

pathophysiologic role of sarcolemmal Na*-Ca2* exchange system in the heart since the

discovery of Na*-dependent Ca2* transpoft twenty years ago (40,ILI,LL2). The kinetic

parameters suggest that the sarcolemmal Na*-Ca2* exchange sytsem is capable of rapid

movements of Ca2* in and out of myocardial cell. In recent electrophysiotogical studies,

sarcoplasmic reticulum Caz* release has demonstrated to occur in response to graded

sarcolemmalC** influx (46) where the Na+-Ca2* exchange mechanism has been suggested

to cause transarcolemmal Caz*-influx subsequent to a rapid influx of Na+ through the fast
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Na+ channels (113). On the other hand, tsridge et aI (II4) have provided evidence to

suggest that C*+ entering the heart cell during excitation is extruded by the Na*-Caz*

exchange system. Tttus, sarcolemmal Na*-Ca2* exchange may be important in mediating

both influx and efflux of. C** and thus may be implicated in contractile function of the

heart.

T'he Ca2*-stimulated AT?ase localized in the cardiac sarcolemma and described

biochemically as Ca2*-stimulated, Mg2*-dependent ATPase, is generally believed to be

involved in transsarcolemmal Ca2+ extrusion (43,44,115). Sarcolemmal Ca2*-pump is known

to be under the control of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions, mediated by Ca2*-

calmodulin dependent and cAMP-dependent protein kinases (II6,1,L7). This mechanism of

regulation may be important in balancing the increased influx of Caz* due to beta

adrenoceptor activation of the slow Ca2*-channels. Alterations in sarcolemmal Na+-Ca2+

exchange and C** pump activities have been assessed in several experimental animal

models of heart failure. Recent studies have demonstrated defects varying in magnitude and

direction in these sarcolemmal activities due to myocardial ischemia (11,8,119), hypoxia-

reoxygenation injury G20), chronic diabetes (121,722) and hypertrophy resulting from either

hypertension or aortic banding (29). These findings reiterate the possibility that the type and

stage of heart failure is related to alterations in these sarcolemmal activities. The most

extensively studied model of heart failure with respect to Na+-Ca2* exchange and Ca2*

pump activities is the genetic cardiomyopathic hamster. Decreased Na+-Ca2+ exchange and

Ca2* pump activities in 720 and 280 days otd (UM-X7.1 strain) as well as depressed Na+-

C*n exchange activity in 360 days old (tsIO 14.6) cardiomyopathic hamsters was obsewed
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(89,123). ATP-dependent uptake has been observed to be decreased in early failure stage

of the UM-X7.1 variety of hamsters. Depressed sarcolemmal Na*-Ca2* exchange without

any changes in the sarcolemmal Caz*-pump activity has been reported in the viable left

ventricle in rats with congestive heart failure due to myocardial infarction Q2\. The

behaviour of these sarcolemmal systems in the pathogenesis of these disease states has led

investigators to suggest that depression of their activity may lead to reduced Ca2*-efflux

from the myocardium and this may contribute to the occurrence of intracellular C** -

overload.

The Na+-K* pump, measured biochemically as Na*-K* ATFase activity, is well

known to be localized in the cardiac sarcolemma and carries out an uphilt transport of

sodium and potassium ions at the expense of ATP hydrolysis (125-127). Regulation of

intracellular homeostasis of Na* and K+ is vital to normal cardiac cell function as

homeostasis of both of these ions is necessary in the maintenance of electrical properties

of myocardium. The concept that a rise in intracellular Na+ concentration via inhibition of

the Na*-K* prr-p enrqe contributes to sarcolemmal Ca2* influx by activating sarcolemmal

Na+-Caz+ exchange systemwas emphasized by Schwartz et al, (126). Thus the inotropic

effects of digitalis on the myocardium may be effected by this putative mechanism.

Nevertheless, any change in the operation of sarcolemmal Na*-K+ ATPase activity could

conceivably a\ter C*+ movements in the cell and thus may be seen to modify the cardiac

contractile function. Many early studies were directed at the status of the sarcolemmal Na*-

K+ ATPase enz'qe in both human and experimental heart failure as it was the first cardiac

enryme to be localized at the cardiac sarcolemmal membrane. Decreased Na*-K* ATPase
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activity has been observed in isolated rat heart subjected to hypoxia-reoxygenation or

ischemia-reperfusion injury G28), failing human heart (L29), LIM.X7.l cardiomyopathic

hamsters (130), rabbits with leftventricular hypertrophy and failure due to pressure overload

(131) and viable left ventricle in rats with congestive hea¡t failure due to myocardial

infarction (124). F{owever, increased Na+-K* ATFase activity was obseryed in BIO 14.6

strain cardiomyopathic hamsters (132) and canine hearts with volume or pressure overload

due to mitral valve insufficienry or aortic banding, respectively (I33,L34). The bidirectionat

changes observed in different types of failure once again support the hypothesis that these

changes are dependent on etiology of the disease. Given the variation of results, it is

unlikely that a change in function of this enrqe is a primary cause for contractile failure.
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5" Ro[e ofl sancoplasxmic re6icu[urse å¡n mornaafl amd faü[img hearts

a" SR. f'¿¡ncÉåo¡a ün ¡eommal hearÉs

Sarcoplasmic reticulum is a highly specialized network of membranes, which is

believed to particþate in cardiac contraction and relaxation by raising and lowering the

cytoplasmic levels of C**. This membrane system is considered to represent a rapidly

exchangeable calcium pool which plays an important role in heart function and metabolism

(a5). The main functions of SR are known to be Ca2* sequestration, Caz* storage and Ca2*

release. The wave of excitation travelling along the transverse tubule is known to release

Ca2* from the sarcoplasmic reticular stores for initiating cardiac contraction. On the basis

of its ability of accumulate C** by energy-dependent mechanisms, SR lowers the

intracellular concentration of Caz* and initiates the relaxation phase of cardiac muscle. The

sequestrated C** is stored in SR for release in the next contraction cycle. Thus any

alteration in the function of SR can affect the cardiac contraction-relaxation cycle (43,45).

A role for SR in the cellular homeostasis of Ca2* in muscle was first indicated about

30 years ago by experiments of }lasselbach and Makinose (135) in which a preparation of

muscle microsomes, was shown to remove significant amounts of Ca2* from the medium in

a process that was dependent on ATP. Now it is evident that a spectrum in the relative

contribution of SR. to the Ca2* transient exists with respect to the type of muscle and the

species. For example, rat myocardium receives the largest contribution from the

sarcoplasmic reticulum, and rabbit the least (136). Since SR regulate intracellular Caz* and

hence the contractile state of the muscle, it is not unexpected that muscles of different
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contractile properties contain correspondingly varying amounts of the SR. membrane. T'he

quantitative estimates of SR. content (volume/surface area) have correlated well with the

physiological profile of the muscle, the more the SR, the faster the muscle will contract and

relax. Stereological data reveal considerable difference not only in total sR complement in

different muscle fires, but in distinct regions of the SR. in each sarcomere. R.egardless of

species, atrial tissue SR is nearly double the volume of that in ventricle and regardless of

muscle fire, the volume of terminal cisternae is related inversely to the isometric

contraction time. Depending on the type of muscle, the SR constitutes only 0.5 to 10 Vo of.

the cellular volume, yet it plays a major role in the regulation of muscle contractility. Such

quantitative data are important when considering ultrastructural changes in certain muscle

pathologies (137). For example, Anversa and colleagues found that in the left ventricle of

renal hypertensive rats, the surface area and volume of SR are increased over control values

and that the volume of SR in the epicardium of hypertensive animals is larger than that of

the endocardium (137).

This intracellular membrane system has been the subject of numerous in situ and in

vitro studies using structural, physiological and biochemical techniques. The literature is

replete with morphological terms for various subregions or distinct features of SR., however,

in general terms, the total SR complement may be broadly divided into two morphological

categories:junctional SR and nonjunctional sR. The SR tubules which are closely opposed

and attached to external membranes, either the sarcolemma or its derivative, transverse

tubules (T-tubules) are known as junctional SR (138). In cardiac muscle this region of SR,

is also termed te¡minal cisternae. This anatomical apposition is called dyad which is present
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atthe level of eachZ band (139). The major content of this part of SR. is a calcium binding

glycoprotein called calsequestrin (1a0). Eridging the 12 to L4 nm gap between the junctional

SR and T tubule membranes in cardiac muscle are regularly spaced, densely staining

projections, termed as SR. feet or junctional feet (141). The function of the SR feet seems

to be the mechanical adhesion of the junctional SR. to the transverse tubule membrane. T'he

longitudinal reticulum which faces the myofibrils, is known as free SR. because it does not

participate in the formation of junctions with other membrane systems (142). Compared to

the degree of specializationin junctional SR, the nonjunctional SR is considerably simpler,

although not without morphological differentiation. The major function of the longitudinal

reticulum appears to be the sequestration of. C** during the relaxation phase (1a3). The

Caz* pump is uniformly distributed in this part of the SR membrane. Unlike the junctional

SR, the longitudinal network of SR does not contain calsequestrin (137).

In view of non-availability of suitable techniques for assessing the function of SR in

vivo, various investigators have resorted to isolation of the fragments of SR (microsomal

fraction) for studying its Ca2+ accumulating properties under in vitro conditions. The SR

vesicles can be easily isolated and purified in considerable quantities from cardiac muscle

by differential centrifugation of muscle homogenates. The major nonmembranous

contaminant, actomyosin, can be removed by extracting the preparation of sarcoplasmic

reticulum vesicles with 0.6 M KCl, which solubilizes actomyosin without disrupting the SR.

vesicles (L44). The homogenization and isolation do not give rise to randomized inversion

of the membrane vesicles and therefore they retain the proper orientation for C** transport

(145). TTrese membrane vesicles are composed of several proteins and lipids organized such
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that the various proteins are situated within the basic matrix of a lipid bilayer (146). The SR,

vesicles are identified by their ability to accumulate C*+ from ATP containing solutions and

by their Ca2*dependent ATPase activity. .{TP-dependent C** accumulation by these

organelles in the presence of permeant ions, such as oxalate, is termed as Ca2* uptake. Ca2+

uptake by the microsomal fraction is coupled with Ca2+-stimulated, Mg2*-dependent

AT?ase, which serves as a calcium pump (43).

Ebashi (147) was first to show that isolated SR. vesicles accumulated C** with high

affinity in the presence of ATP. Hasselbach (148) was first to describe C** accumulation

as active transport against C** gradient, a C** gradient which derives its energy from the

hydrolysis of ATP through an ATPase enryme incorporated in the SR membrane. Furified

cardiac SI{ vesicles have been shown to consist of a heterogenous population of vesicles with

respect to structure and function (149). It has been found that SR vesicles with different

buoyant densities, termed light and heavy sarcoplasmic reticulum differed with respect to

protein composition and electron-dense content. The data from biochemical and

morphological studies has shown that heavy SR vesicles are derived from the terminal

cisternae of the SR and the light SR vesicles are derived from the longitudinal SR. (150).

The heavy junctional SR vesicles have been identified by their high calsequestrin content

and sensitivity to ryanodine which are not found in light vesicles or free SR (149).

The SR membranes from canine heart have been studied extensively and several of

their protein constituents have been identified and characterized (151). Among these are

105 KD Ca2* transporting ATPase (1.52,153),phospholamban, a27-28KD pentamer whose

phosphorylation is associated with stimulation of. C** uptake (L53,L54), calsequestrin, a 55
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KD protein that binds Ca2* with the SR with the low affinity and high capacity (155,156),

two glycoproteins, 53 KD and 130 KD, whose function remains unknown but which may be

involved in intraluminal C** binding and regulation of Ca2* uptake (156) and a 400 KD

ryanodine-sensitive Ca2* channel (157,158). Ttre Ca2* transporting AT'Pase of cardiac SR.

like phospholamban is the product of a gene expression in cardiac and slow-twitch skeletal

muscle (L52,L53) but not in fast-twitch skeletal muscle. Calsequestrin is also the product of

two separate genes, one of which predominates in fast and slow-twitch skeletal muscle and

the other of which predominates in cardiac muscle (155). I-ess is known regarding the

genetics of other SR proteins, 53 and 130 KD glycoproteins. The genetics of ryanodine-

sensitive Caz* channel, whose cardiac and skeletal muscle forms are similar in apparent

molecular weight and chemical properties (157,158) remain undefined. Significant

differences in the ryanodine-binding properties of cardiac and skeletal muscle SR have been

noted, raising the possibility that the cardiac and skeletal muscle proteins are the products

of separate genes or these are alternate-splice or post-translationally mediated products of

the same gene. These differences might just as plausibly result from differences in the

molecular environments of the ryanodine receptors in cardiac and skeletal muscle

sarcoplasmic reticulum.

b. Calsequestrin í¡r SR. functio¡e

Campbell et al (156) were first to identiff and puriff calsequestrir¡ the second major

protein constituent of SR, from the canjne heart SR. Calsequestrin is a high capacity,

morlerate affinitv Caz+ hindinq nrofein loenlizeã in fhe hrrnen nf irrnnfinnal carnn-lo"-i^

reticulum in cardiac and skeletal muscles (159,160)). This acidic protein, which binds 300
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nmol C** per milligram protein is therefore probably responsible for Ca2* storage within

the SR (151). T'he apparent molecular weight of cardiac calsequestrin is 45 KD when

measured in neutral SDS gels and 55 KD when measured in alkaline SDS gels. Cardiac

calsequestrin stains blue with Stains-All and has been identified ¿N a component of

ryanodine-sensitive cardiac SR (156). Recent anatomical evidence from rat myocardium

indicates that the C** accumulated across the lumen of the sarcoplasmic reticulum is then

bound to calsequestrin stored in the junctional SR (161), and it has been suggested that the

junctional SR is a potential source of the releaseable C**. Although the exact role of

calsequestrin in cardiac muscle is not clear, results from a study using skeletal muscle

suggest that C*+ -dependent conformational changes in calsequestrin affect the junctional

face of the membrane-bound proteins including the 400 KD Ca2* release channel and that

calsequestrin may then regulate C** release into the rytoplasm (L62).It is known that

cardiac and skeletal calsequestrin bind simitar amounts of Ca2+, even though structural

differences exist between the cardiac and skeletal types (1.63,L64), presumably by acting as

a charged surface protein rather than by presenting multiple discrete Ca2* binding sites

(163). In recent years, the major SR proteins controlling Ca2* release, reuptake and storage

have been isolated and their primary structures have been determined (165). Calcium

exchanges between the cytosol and SR are influenced by calsequestrin, which acts as a

calcium buffer (166). Two isoforms of calsequestrin, a cardiac isoform and a fast-¡¡ritch

muscle isoform have been identified (167,16S). In a recent study involving the e4pression

of calsequestrin mRNA, it was found that the expression of calsequestrin did not change in

hyperthyroid and hypothyroid ventricular muscles (169) indicating that the storage capacity
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of the SR was unaltered in these pathological states. More recently, it has been found that

there is no difference in the level of cardiac calsequestrin mR.NA between the patients with

end-stage heart failure and their normal controls (93).

c" Ca2oRelease fro¡m SR

Excitation of the surface membrane of mammalian cardiac muscle releases Caz* ft'om

the SR into the cytoplasm which then activates the myofilaments and initiates contraction.

During the last L0 years, three general hypotheses have been proposed to e4plain the nature

of the excitation-contraction coupling (8+) (a). Charge movement coupled Ca2+ release, in

which voltage dependent movement of fixed charges in the sarcolemma mechanically gates

the release of Ca2* from the SR. (b). Ca2* indu ced C** release, in which Ca2* influx across

the sarcolertma triggers the release of.C** from the SR and (c). InositoIl,4,5-tnphosphate

(IP3) induced Ca2* release, in which IP3 acts as a diffusible second messenger to trigger

release of Caz* from the sarcoplasmic reticulum.

The cisternae of SR in the proximity of transverse tubules, which inftect periodicalty

from the sarcolemma atthe level of the Z lines, are anchored to tubular system by feetlike

projections ('a\ forming the so-called dyadic junctions in heart muscle. Somehow, the

depolarization of the cell membrane is transmitted through the transverse tubules to the

interior of the muscle cell, thus causing efflux of Ca2* from the neighbouring cisternae of

the reticulum. Evidently, a portion of the reticular membrane acts as a sensor for the

excitation wave spreading from the plasma membrane enveloping the cell to the transverse

tubules. It is believed that the feetlike projections that connect the transverse tubules with
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the reticular cisternae are physically involved in the transmission of the excitation to the

interior of the cell but the nature of the signal that will eventually direct the release of the

Ca2* from SR., whether mechanical, electrical, or chemical, is not known (45). Charge

movement in cardiac muscle has many similarities to that in skeletal muscle thus raising the

possibility that C*+ release is coupled to charge movements. F{owever, several lines of

evidence indicate that charge movement coupled Ca2* release does not occur in cardiac

muscle (84).

The hypothesis of. C** induced C** release w¿N originalty proposed for the

mechanism of excitation-contraction coupling in skeletal muscle (L70,17I) and later, largely

through the work of Fabiato, it was extended to the cardiac muscle (L72-I74). According to

this theory, the rapid influx of.C** ions across the sarcolemma triggers the release of C**

from SR wa C** release channels, thereby providing a large quantity of. C** required for

initiating contraction. Experimental evidence from mechanically skinned cardiac cells (172-

L75), isolated SR (176-179) and intact cardiac myorytes (180) show that C** satisfies the

first requirement of an excitation-contraction coupling messenger, in that it can release Ca2+

from the SR. Although the key role of sarcolemmal Na*-Ca2* exchange is to extrude C**

from the cytoplasm, this system might also serve to drive Ca2* into the cell. Iæblanc and

IIume (113) showed that Caz* release, in guinea pig ventricular myocytes which is small in

amplitude, can occur in the virtual absence of an inward Ca2* current. Since this release was

associated with activation of tetrodotoxin sensitive Na* channels and required extracellular

C**, the authors concluded that Ca2* release was triggered by the influx of C** via Na+-

Ca2* exchange in response to Na* influx through tetrodotoxin sensitive Na* channels. Very
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recently, Sham et al (18L) disputed these findings which they believe are due to incomplete

btock of the Ca2* channels or incomplete voltage control. Nonetheless the SR. protein that

mediates Ca2* release has recently been isolated and purified (L57,LBL,LB3) and is generally

referred to as the SR Ca2+ release channel or ryanodine receptor. Subsequent studies have

shown that in the presence of micromolar concentrations of C**, the SR. Ca2* channel is

activated allowing Ca2* release into the cytosol.(1.57,182-184). E4periments onintact cardiac

cells provided evidence that C*+ release is specific for Ca2* influx but not for Ba2* or Na+

(185). Although the detailed mechanism of physiological SR Ca2* release remains to be

determined, recent rapid mixing-vesicle ion flux and planar lipid bilayer-single channel

measurements have suggested that cardiac SR Ca2* release is mediated by a high

conductance C** channel that is activated by micromolar C** and millimolar ATP and

inhibited by millimolar Mg2* (186,187). The positive inotropic effect of caffeine, which is

associated with a prolonged C** transient is known to interact directly with the Ca2*

release channel by increasing the open time and sensitivity of the channels to activation by

Caz* (188,189). The presence of a similarly ligand-gated C*+ conducting channel has been

previously observed in heavy junctional derived SR vesicle fractions from skeletal muscle

(186-187).

The Ca2* release behavior of heavy cardiac and skeletal SR. vesicles is significantty

affected by the neutral plant alkaloid, ryanodine, which binds specifically to the cardiac and

skeletal C** release channels (17S). ,{t nanomolar concentrations, ryanodine locks the

channel into a long-lived open subconductance state, while at concentrations above L0 ¡.rM,

ryanodine completely closes the channel (190). Using [3l{]-ryanodine as a C** release
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channel-specific ligand, the ryanodine receptor from skeletal muscle has been purified by

sequential column chromatography and by density gradient centrifugation (157). I¿i et al

(158) showed that the cardiac ryanodine receptor, like the skeletal receptor, migrated

through sucrose gradients as a large complex and displayed a major poþeptide band of

molecular weight of 400 KD on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Incorporation of the purified

receptor into planar lipid bilayers induced single Ca2* channel currents with conductance

and gating kinetics similar to those of native cardiac Ca2* release channels. nt has been

suggested that the purified cardiac ryanodine receptor complex contains the C*+ conducting

pore of the cardiac C** release channel, although retention of the full range of regulatory

sites of the native channel has not been demonstrated (158).

A further clue to the precise subcellular origin of ryanodine sensitive and ryanodine

insensitive cardiac SR vesicles is given by measuring the responses of the isolated SR

subfractions to the inorganic, polycationic staining agent, ruthenium red (191). It has been

demonstrated that ruthenium red increases Ca2* uptake by ryanodine sensitive (junctional,

heavy) SR vesicles but has no significant effect on Ca2* uptake by ryanodine insensitive

(free, light) SR vesicles isolated from the heart (L9L,I92). The effects of ruthenium red on

Ca2* uptake by cardiac SR vesicles support the idea that ryanodine sensitive cardiac SR.

vesicles originate from junctional SR in myocardium and that ryanodine insensitive cardiac

SR vesicles originate from free SR (193). Ruthenium red stimulates net Ca2+ uptake by

junctional cardiac SR vesicles at much lower concentrations than does ryanodine. F{alf-

maximal stimulation by ruthenium red occurs at a concentration near L0-7 M whereas several

hundred foid higher concentration is required for a similar effect by ryanodine (194,195).
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The combination of ryanodine plus ruthenium red added to junctional cardiac SR vesicles

gives no further stimulation of Ca2* uptake than does either agent added alone, suggesting

that both agents increase Ca2* uptake by a similar mechanism (193-195). As is true for

ryanodine, no increas e tn C** -.ATFase activity is associated with ruthenium red stimulation

of Ca2* uptake by junctional cardiac SR vesicles. Ttris observation suggests that ruthenium

red increases net Ca2* uptake into junctional cardiac SR. vesicles by blocking C** efflux

from the vesicles in a manner similar to that which has been proposed to e4plain the effect

of ryanodine on net C** transport in the SR vesicles (193-195).

The role of IF, as a second messenger is well established in many cell types, where

it functions by releasingC** from the intracellular stores (196). Recent studies have shown

that in these cells IP, acts by directly opening Ca2* release channels (197-L98). The

properties of this IP, gated Ca2* release channel (IP, receptor) seem to be quite different

from the C** gated Ca2* release channel (ryanodine receptors) (L97). Although hormone

stimulated XPr synthesis has been clearly demonstrated in cardiac myorytes, the functional

role of IF in excitation-contraction coupling is as yet unclear and controversial (199).

FIowever, the limited information regarding IP, induced Ca2* release in cardiac cells

suggests that IFr should not be considered as a major physiotogical trigger mechanism for

C** release. Recent data from skinned cardiac cells suggest that IF, only plays a

pathological role in cardiac arrythmogenesis by enhancing spontaneous Ca2* oscillations

(200). The mechanism by which IP, enhances Ca2* oscillation or induces Ca2* release is not

yet clear. Xt may either directly gate C** release channels (20L) or modiff the gating of

ryanodine receptor (202).
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Although some information concerning calcium release from SR in regional ischemia

in dogs hearts is available, SR. release activity has not been examined in a detailed manner

in other types of heart failure. Xn a rat model of global ischemia, it was found that the

decrease in C** uptake caused by ischemia is not due to any defect in Ca2* pumping

capabilities but is due to an increased efflux through the ryanodine sensitive calcium release

channel of cardiac SR (203). V/hen this activity wÍN measured in the presence of SR. calcium

channel blocker (ryanodine), oo significant difference was observed in Ca2* uptake

properties of SR in ischemic hearts ¿ts compared to control. Xn another study, low

concentrations of ryanodine can prevent ventricular arrhythmias during acute myocardial

ischemia and reperfusion in the rat heart (204).In another study, junctional SR membrane

vesicles were isolated from chronically failing human hearts, incorporated into an artificial

planar phospholipid bitayer and the activity of single C** release channels was investigated

under voltage-clamp conditions. The properties of these channels were similar to those

previously reported from normal animal tissue and this provided evidence that the function

of individual Caz* release channels is not altered in failing hearts (205). The primary

structure of the Ca2* release channel has been determined by Otsu et al (206). Two distinct

isoforms of the ryanodine receptor have been identified in cardiac and skeletal muscle (206).

In one study regarding ryanodine receptor mRNA the expression of mRNA coding the

ryanodine receptor w¿N upregulated in hyperthyroidism and downregulated in

hypothyroidism; these results were in parallel with mR.NA levels for Ca2*-ATPase (93). In

a very recent study, the molecular basis for the systolic and diastolic dysfunction, which are

characteristics of end-stage heart failure in humans were explored. The mRNA levels for
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ryanodine receptors were found to be decreased in ischemic cardiomyopathy but there was

no change in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy as compared to contr ol (207).These findings

indicate that changes in Ca2* release channels depend on the type of heart disease.

d. Ca2+-stirn¡¡laûed AT'Fase acÉivity i¡a SR.

Ttre SR is comprised of about one third lipids and trvo thirds proteins. The Ca2*-

ATPase enzyme, accounting for about two thirds of the total proteins of the SR membrane

system, carries out the enzymatic function of C** transport (20S). The locali zation of. C** -

ATPase in skeletal and cardiac muscle has been determined by Jorgensen et aI (209).

Indirect immunofluorescent staining has shown that the Ca2*-AT?ase is concentrated in the

longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum and in nonjunctional regions of the terminal cisternae.

It has a highly asymmetric structure with respect to the membrane in which a major portion

(60 Vo) of its mass protrudes into the cytoplasm as a pear-shaped head with a narrow stalþ

while the rest is buried within the membrane. The Ca2*-ATPase consists of a single

polypeptide that is able to couple the hydrolysis of one molecule of AT? to the active

transport of two Ca2* ions across the SR membrane (210). The ATP-binding site is located

in the cytoplasm portion of the enzyme, whereas the Ca2* binding site is formed from its

transmembrane segments. Because these two functional sites are presumably separated from

each other, the coupling of ATP hydrolysis and Ca2* movement probably occurs indirectly.

Ïn addition to one active site and two high affinity Ca2* binding sites, this enryme also

contains one phosphorylation site per Caz*-ATPase molecule (210). The purified ATpase

possesses all. of the properties attributed to the Caz* transport system and when
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reconstituted into phosphoþid bilayer, it transports Ca2+ against a concentration gradient

(2Il). MacÏ-ennan (140) was first to successfully purig the Cazo-AT'Pase with high ATpase

activity from rabbit skeletal muscle Slt.

The structure of the C** -ATPase molecule has been extensively studied and

information has been obtained about the primary structure of the ATFase and various

functional sites within the ATPase (L46,2L0). The Ca2*-ATFase has an apparent molecular

weight of 100 to L20 KD based on SDS gel electrophoresis (154,212). The Ca2*-ATpase has

been cleaved at specific sites by limited digestion of intact SR vesicles with trypsin (212,213).

The first cleavage produces two fragments of molecular weight 50 to 60 KD (fragment A)

and 45 to 56 KD (fragment B). The second cleavage of the Ca2*-ATPase produces further

subfragments of A fragment, which have molecular weight of 30 (Ar) and 20 (Ae) KD

(212,213). I-ncalization of several major functional sites within the ATPase has been

determined using limited digestion (212,214). The site for phosphoenryme formation has

been shown to reside in the intact ATFase and in the A fragment or Ai subfragment after

limited digestion (2I2). The high affinity Ca2* binding sites of ATPase, directly involved in

the transport mechanism, are defined as Ca2* transport sites and have been localized to the

A fragment or A, subfragment of Ca2*-ATPase (215). It appears that A, subfragment

contains the site involved in ATP hydrolysis and the A, subfragment contains the high

affinity Ca2* binding sites involved in Ca2+ transport (151).

Binding of two Ca2* ions to the high-affinity C** site from the cytoplasmic side of

the SR membrane induces phosphorylation of the enzyme by ATP to form the .dDF-

sensitive phosphoenzyme (ElP). Ca2* ions in the E1F are occluded in that, they cannot be
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exchanged with Ca2* ions in the aqueous medium on either side of the SR membrane. E,1p

is then converted spontaneously to the AÐF-insensitive phosphoenzyme (E2F) and at the

same time, C*+ ions are exposed on the luminat surface and releas ed.EZP is subsequently

hydrolyzed to yield a dephosphoenzyme, which then starts another round of the reaction

cycle. The Ca2*-ATPase utilizes a magnesium-ATP complex as a physiological substrate. It

is well known that Mg2+ is required for the rapid turnover of Ca2*-ATPase. Mg3* derived

from the Mg2+-ATP complex remains bound to the Ca2*-AT?ase at least until E2F is

hydrolyzed and that binding of this M:Ê* is responsible for induction of the high rate of

enzytr|le turnover. Binding of C** with unphosphorylated Ca2*-ATPase as analyzed in

equilibrium measurements revealed that the stoichiometry for high-affinty C** binding is

2 mole per mole of the phosphorylated site (Z0B,ZI0).

e. Modificatíon of SR. function

The SR membrane might be looked upon as a specialized lipid-protein environment

which is sensitive to alterations in either constituent or in their ratio. There is considerable

evidence for a highly specific association of certain phospholipids with a Ca2*-ATpase

molecule and any alteration in this lipid-protein interaction may have dramatic effects on

calcium transport and Ca2* ATFase (L49,216).Isolated SR contains 90 to 110 phospholipid

molecules per ATPase peptide together with minor amounts of neutrat lipids and

cholesterol. These phospholipids comprise mainly of phosphatidylcholine (FC) as the major

component, together with phosphatidylethanolamine (FE), phosphatidylserine (FS) and

phosphatidylinositol (PI). Phosphatidylethanolamine has been reported to be distributed
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primarily in the outer (cytoplasmic) monolayer of the membrane while phosphatidytchotine

is evenly distributed and phosphatidylserine is primarily found in the inner monolayer. For

the study of lipid-protein interaction, it is important that procedures are established by

which it is possible to substitute the normal lipid environment with any other lipid species

at will. The most utilized procedures employ addition of exogenous lipid to SR or purified

AT?ase with cholate or deoxycholate followed by sucrose density centrifugation to isolate

lipid-substituted vesicles or þid-protein complexes from the detergent containing samples.

From these types of studies, it has been learned that the hydrophobic length of the bilayer

probably is the decisive factor for the expression of enzyme activity (217).

There are a mumber of functionally important amino acid residues which regulate

the ATPase enzyme activity in its denatured or native conformation stage (ztg). Most

important of these are cysteinyl, lysine and histidine residues. Out of 24-25 cysteinyl

residues, L7-I9 SH groups are titrated with DTNB in denatured enzyme whereas 13-15 SF{

groups are reactive in the native conformation. More recently it was found that the number

of crucial thiols is two or more and blocking of different thiols inhibits different elementary

steps of the enzyme reaction (2I9). Chemicalmodification of lysine residues of Ca2*-ATpase

with fluorescamine ¡esults in the inhibition of ca2*-ATPase activity by blocking EF

formation or EF decomposition (220). One or more histidine residues may also be involved

in the function of Ca2*-ATFase since photoinactivation of SR membrane in the presence

of R'ose tsengal or Methytene Blue results in a relative modification of histidine residues

accompanied by inactivation by both Ca2+ uptake and ATFase activities (zZL). Chemical

modification of these residues results in the inhibition of Ca2*-.ATpase activity (ZLg).
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Monovalent cations exert regulatory influences on the Ca2*-AT'pase of sarcoplasmic

reticulum. In detailed studies, carried by .lones and Vy'atanabe, the potency of various

monovalent cations like K*, Na*, NId*, Cs*, and I-i* for stimulating Ca2+-ATpase activity

was determined and K+ was found to be the monovalent cation most effective (ZZZ). They

have suggested that K+ stimulates en4¡me activity primarily by increasing the rate of

decomposition of phosphoprotein. Ttre increase in activity induced by K* is modulated by

AT? concentration present in the incubation medium; both K+ and ATP exert allosteric

control over the rate-limiting step of the reaction (2ZZ).

f. Fhosphorylation of' SR. xnernbrane

The ß-adrenergic actions of catecholamines represent a key control mechanism that

regulates the metabolic, electrical, and mechanical performance of the myocardium.

Adenosine 3',5', monophosphate (cAMP) serves as the intracellular second messenger for

these regulatory processes in which ß-adrenergic activation of a sarcolemmal adenyl cyclase

causes intracellular cAMF levels to rise (223).This second messenger appears to exert most

of its cellular effects by activating cAMF dependent protein kinases (cAMF-FIß). These

enrymes catalyze phosphorylation of a number of proteins which alter several aspects of the

excitation-contraction process in the myocardium including increases in the flux of ions

across the sarcoleÍrma and SR (223).

Cardiac SR can form two classes of phosphoprotein that differ in both molecular

weight and chemical characteristics (224). The Ca2* pump ATFase of the cardiac SR, which

serves as an energy transducer that translocates C** across the membrane, forms a
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phosphoprotein intermediate by incorporating the terminal phosphate of ATF into a

hydoxylamine-labile acylphosphate (224). The cardiac SR is able to form a second type of

phosphoprotein when reacted with cAMP-Pf< Q25). nn this phosphoprotein, the terminal

phosphate of ATF is incorporated mainly into a serine residue of a 22KD protein that

exhibits the stability characteristics of a phosphoester (225). This phosphorylatable protein,

which represents one of the sites at which cAMF-FK exerts its action, appears to function

as a modulator of the Caz+-ATPase and Ca2* pump of cardiac SR. The formation of a

phosphoester phosphoprotein when cardiac SR is incubated with cAMF in the absence and

presence of exogenous cAMF-PK is independent of Ca2* up to 0.1 mM but is markedly

dependent on cAMP between 0.L and 10 ¡rM (225). Other lower molecular weight proteins

are also phosphorylated by cAMP-PK and the chemical characteristics of these smaller

proteins are distinct from those of phospholamban (226).

Phospholamban phosphorylation occurrs in cardiac SR preparations which are

virtually freed from sarcolemmal vesicles by means of density gradient centrifugation.

Phospholamban is intimately associated with the SR membrane and appears to be an acidic

proteoþid (226). A portion of this molecule is exposed at the surface of SR vesicles as

evidenced by the observation that it can be phosphorylated by exogenous cAMF -pK (226).

The phospholamban content of the cardiac SR is estimated to be about 4-6 Vo of the total

protein (223). During Ca2* transport into the SR, the ATPase undergoes a complex series

of reactions inwhich severalphosphorylated intermediates (EP) are sequentiallyformed and

degraded (224). Steady state EP levels are not altered by phospholamban phosphorytation

at saturating concentrations of C** and ATP but the rate-limiting step of EP decomposition
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is markedly enhanced (224). Major changes in the Ca2+ affinity occur in two of the rate

determining steps during the turnover of the ,{TPase that are enhanced by phospholamban

phosphorylation suggesting that phopholamban may exert its action by regulating Ca2*

mediated conformational changes of the ATPase. This interpretation is supported by the

findings of Kirchberger et aI (225) that phospholamban phosphorylation alters the sensitivity

of the Ca2* pump.

Phospholamban is a product of a single gene. Xt is expressed in SR. of cardiac, slow-

twitch skeletal and smooth muscle where the SERCA 2 Wpe Ca2* pump is expressed.

Phospholamban consists of five monomers with molecular weight of 60 KD. Ttre monomer

is an amphipathic poþeptide with C-terminal transmembrane and N-terminal cytoplasmic

domain. The cytoplasmic domain has phosphorylation sites cataLyzed by cAMp and

calmodulin-dependent PKs. One line of evidence indicates that phospholamban acts as a

suppressor of. C** pump ATPase and that its phosphorylation suppresses the inhibiting

effects. Recent studies with synthetic peptides of phospholamban further revealed that

phospholamban inhibits the Ca2* pump ATPase at two sites in different manners, the

cytoplasmic domains for Vmax and intramembrane domain for Kca; phosphorylation of

phospholamban suppressed these ¡vo inhibiting effects (227).Thus, phospholamban may act

as a regulator of Ca2* pump ATPase in cardiac SR by a direct protein-protein inte¡action.

It has been reported that phosphate could be incorporated into phospholamban, in

the presence of C** and calmodulin and formation of this phosphoprotein with stability

characteristics of a phosphoester was dependent on calmodulin but independent of cAMF-

PK (226).It is postulated that phospholamban could be phosphorylated by an endogenous
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FK, associated with the SR, that was activatedby calmodulin and C** (226). In this regard

preincubation of cardiac SR with calmodulin was found to enhance the rate of calcium

uptake and that calmodulin dependentphosphorylation of phospholambanwas accompanied

by an enhanced rate of Ca2* transport (226). ,{t physiologicat concentrations of Caz* (0.1-L0

¡rM), stimulation of Ca2* transport by either cAMP-FK or calmodulin-FK systems appears

to occur independently. nt has been reported that these effects on Ca2* transport were

additive in accord with the finding that phosphorylation by the two kinases occurs

independent\y (223). Fhosphorylation of cardiac SR by either cAMF or C**-calmodulin-

dependent mechanisms results in approximately two fold increase in the steady-state rate

of oxalate or phosphate-facilitated C** transport measured at optimat physiotogical. Caz*

concentration (223). The cAMP mediated acceleration of Ca2* uptake by cardiac SR may

explain two of the major mechanical effects of catecholamines on heart muscle, abbreviation

of systole and increased contractility (228,229). Thus, the cAMP mediated increase in the

rate of C** acstmulation by SR could explain the faster rate of relaxation because of the

increased rate atwhich Ca2* would be removed from troponin in catecholamine-stimulated

myocardium. Enhanced accumulation of SR Ca2* could increase the amount of. Caz* stored

"{rithin 
the cell as some of the Caz* thatwould otherwise be lost during diastole (22S). This

could increase the amount of C** available for delivery to the contractile proteins in

subsequent contraction, thereby producing the positive inotropic effect of catecholamines.

The abbreviation of systole seen in the catecholamine-stimulated heart might be explained

by an action of phosphorylated phospholamban to accelerate spontaneous transition from

Caz* uptake to C** release in the SR (223).
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It is postulated that the effects of drugs, fatty acids and ethanol on the SR membrane

are mediated either directly by interaction with the calcium pump protein of the SR.

membrane or indirectly by an alteration of the physico-chemical properties of the bulk lipid

phase and lipid-protein interface of the SR. lipid bilayer (?3L).T-ocal anesrhetics such as

lidocaine and tetracaine, have been shown to inhibit calcium transport and calcium ATpase

activity of both cardiac and skeletal SR. (23L,232). General anesthetics such as halothane and

enfluane also effect the functional properties of the SR with many of these effects exhibiting

a complex concentration-dependence similar to local anesthetics (231). Calcium channel

blockers and ß-adrenergic receptors blocking agents appear to act on the SR nonspecifically

rather than through mechanisms related to their calcium channel or ß-adrenergic blocking

actions. At concentrations < L0-s M, where these agents act as calcium channel blockers in

whole heart, verapamil and D-600 were found to have no effect on active calcium transport

and passive C** release of cardiac SR (233), whereas, inhibition of C** transport was

observed at concentrations in the range of L0-s to 10-3 M (234). ß-adrenergic receptor

blocking drugs such as propranolol and timolol have been shown by several investigators to

inhibit calcium transport and total ATFase activity of both cardiac and skeletal SR (235).

F'atty acids and fatty acid derivatives such as palmitylcarnitine have complex effects on SR

membrane ATFase systems, ranging from complete inhibition to two-fold increase in

ATPase activity and other coupled biotogical reactions (23I). Alcohols, especially, ethanol

have been shown to effect the functional and presumably structural states of several

biological membranes including SR. Solvation of ethanol into and partial solubilization of

the lipid bilayer may be cause of the increase in ATPase activity whereas inhibition of
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calcium transport may be caused by a direct interaction with the calcium pump protein

(236,237).

E. Role of SR. Ca2+-tnamspor.6 i¡a üeeanú ü'ail¡¡re

Varying degrees of defects in SR. Ca2* transport have been identified in various

experimental models of heart failure as well as in faiting human hearts in the last three

decades (43). One of the first experiments designed to assess SR function w¿N carried out

in microsomes prepared from spontaneously failing canine heart-lung preparations which

showed depressed Ca2+ uptake and Ca2*-ATPase activities (230). Depressed activity of the

sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2*-ATPase could lead to a reduced amount of C** available for

contraction and ultimately could alter the function of the cardiac pump by slowing the

normal relaxation phase (44,238). Observations of a depressed rate of SR Ca2* uptake have

been made in failing heart muscle obtained from humans (239), and in a number of

experimental models employing rabbits (240) and hamsters (79,24L). Alterations in SR Ca2*

uptake were obvious with the development of left ventricular failure in rabbits with

hypertrophied hearts secondary to aortic insufficiency Qa\. Depressed calcium uptake

activities of the microsomal fractionwere noted without any change in the SR Ca2*-ATpase

activity indicating uncoupling of Ca2* pump in cardiomyopathic hamsters (79) and bacterial

infected cardiomyopathy in rabbits (243). The SR vesicles isolated from left ventricles of

human hearts with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy did not show any change in Ca2*

uptake properties and accordingly it was suggested that abnormal C** handling in the

myocardium of these patients was not a result of any intrinsic alteration of C** uptake by
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the SR (244).

Attempts to unravel the rational basis for the pathogenesis of heart failure are always

accelerated by new ideas and the application of new technologies. Onty recently, molecular

biology provided new insight into the mechanisms responsible for the alterations of

contraction and relaxation observed during cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure.

Determination of the expression of genes encoding various SR. proteins are under

investigation in various models of heart failure. Recent reports have indicated that

alterations observed in SR function in heart failure are at the transcrþtional level as

hypertrophy of rat and rabbit hearts was associated with decreased myocardial level of SR

Caz*-ATPase mRNA and protein concentration (245,246).A1tered SR Ca2*-A'f,p¿Ne gene

expression as compared to controls has been reported in a group of patients with idiopathic

dilated cardiomyopathy, coronary artery disease with myocardial infarction, or valvular

insufficiency Qal). Accordingly, it was concluded that a decrease in Ca2+-ATpase mRNA

in the myocardium plays an important role in the alterations of Ca2* movements and

myocardial relaxation reported during end-stage heart failure (247). Molecular mechanisms

of hypertrophied failing heart and abnormalities of the diastolic properties and contractility

were studied and it was reported that the mRNA levels of Ca2*-ATPase were decreased

significantly by pressure overload and were correlated with corresponding protein levels

(248).

Many membrane proteins are difficult to puri$r and once purified are difficult to

reconstitute into their native environments. Monoclonal antibodies may be useful probes for

the evaluation of the function and the mechanism of action of such membrane proteins
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(249). Antibodies are exquisitely selective proteins that can bind to a single farget among

millions of irrelevant sites. N4onoclonal and poþlonal antibodies to the major ST{ proteins

of rabbit skeletal and canine cardiac muscle were used to identiS and charactenze the

coffesponding components of human cardiac SR (250). In this study, immunoblots of SR

from the normal left ventricles and excised failing left ventricles of patients with idiopathic

dilated cardiomyopathy were compared in search of qualitative differences in the protein

patterns of the failing hearts. No such differences were found with respect to the C**-

ATFase, 53 KD glycoprotein, the ryanodine-sensitive Ca2*-channel, calsequestrin or

phospholamban (250).

Since phospholamban plays a regulatory role in Ca2*-ATPase activity, a defect in the

phospholamban protein may lead to abnormal Ca2*-ATPase activity. This possibility was

studied with the use of phospholamban-specific monoclonal antibodies, where binding of this

antibody to isolated SR prepared from normal and faiting hearts was taken as simulation

of phospholamban phosphorylation by cAMP-dependent protein kinase (Z5I). Stimulation

of SR Ca2*-AlPase was found to be similar among failing and normal hearts and these

investigators suggested that the pathogenesis of heart failure in idiopathic dilated

cardiomyopathy is independent of intrinsic alteration of this mechanism. Furthermore,

oxalate-supported Ca2* uptake by cardiac SR was examined in microsomes prepared from

left ventricle free wall with idiopathic ditated cardiomyopathy and no significant difference

in Ca2* uptake was found as compared to control. On the basis of these observations it was

concluded that abnormalities in the regulation of C** in failing human myocardium cannot

be ascribed to changes in the level or function of the Ca2* transporting AT?ase or
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phospholamban in the SR (252).

It is important to consider the particular etiology of heart failure when studies on the

function of subcellular organelles are carried out in humans because changes in intracellular

Ca2* handling are not identical in every type or stage of heart failure (a3). Furthermore,

consideration of specific abnormalities of cellula¡ membrane function in the pathogenesis

of any given type of heart failure is necessary (43). With regard to animal models of heart

failure, intracellular C** overload is believed to exist in experimental models of genetic

cardiomyopathy and isoproterenol induced cardiomyopathy (43,44), hypertrophy due to

pressure overload (253), diabetic cardiomyopathy (254,255),and acute ischemia-reperfusion

injury Q56).In another study intracellular C** transients were measured with aequorin

from patients with idiopathic ditated cardiomyopathy, ischemic heart disease, valvular

insufficiency and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and were found to be markedly diminished

and prolonged in comparison to the control (257). During different pathological conditions,

the sensitivity of myocardium to extracellular Ca2* has been shown to be changed (253,258-

260). In one study, the response of infarcted heart to extracellular Ca2* was monitored and

it was observed that the inotropic response to a decrease in extracellular C** was greater

in infarcted hearts than in sham controls (26L). Although changes in myofibrillar sensitivity

to C** may be the cause of abnormalities in cardiac function in patients, the sensitivity of

the myofibrils to Caz* is known to be unaffected by the different structural elements of the

thick filaments that occur as myosin iso4rmes (262).

R.elaxation abnormalities are often more important than contraction abnormalities

in the pathogenesis of the clinical syndrome of heart failure (263). Experimental studies
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have shown that impaired rela.:<ation is among the initial abnormalities to appear in failing

hearts. In fact, diastolic hea¡t failure is characterized by increased resistance to diastolic

filling of cardiac ventricles (238). Tmpaired Ca2* handling has been reported to occur in a

variety of conditions like hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, myocardial ischemia and congestive

heart failure, characterizedby diastolic dysfunction and might play a uniffing role as a basic

mechanism for diastolic heart failure (238). Ca2* transients of muscles from tailing hearts

have been reported to be markedly prolonged and these muscles have shown a diminished

capacity to restore a low resting Ca2* levels during diastole, which is consistent with reduced

rate of sequestration of C** (253,264). Accordingly, it can be concluded that impaired

uptake of Ca2* by SR result in a rise in resting tension, leading to diastolic heart failure.

The exact role of SR in terms of. C** uptake and Ca2* release at different stages of

congestive heart failure has not yet been cleary defined. Conflicting results regarding SR

Ca2* transport in heart failure has been reported as recently as 1989 (244).It also remains

to be determined whether changes in SR Ca2* transport activity in faiting heart arise from

abnormalities in the C** pump protein or alterations in the phospholipid composition of

these membranes. Thus in view of real gaps concerning the nature of SR. Ca2* transport

defects in failing hearts and the mechanisms of these abnormalities, the present study is an

attempt to gain a detailed information to extend our existing knowledge in this field.

Furthermore, it is designed to understand the alterations in SR Ca2* transport in

hemodynamically assessed preparations for relating changes at both a biochemical and

molecular level with functionl abnormalities in congestive heart failure secondary to

myocardial infarction as a result of coronary ligation.
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Myocardial infarction was induced in the male Sprague Dawley rats (175-200 g) by

occlusion of the left coronary artery as described by Seþ et al (11). The animals were

anaesthetized with ether and the heart was exposed through the left thoracotomy. The

anterior descending branch of the left coronary artery was ligated 2 mm from the origin

of the aorta with 6-0 silk suture, the heart was repositioned in the chest and the incision

was closed with a purse-string suture. A mixture of 95Vo oxygen and, 5%o CO, was

supplied to the animal under the positive pressure during the operative procedure. Sham

operated animals were treated in the same way except that the artery was not ligated. All

these animals were fed rat chow and water ad libitum untill used at 4, 8 and 16 weeks

after the operation, for hemodynamic and biochemical studies. The mortality rate in this

experimental model was about 40 Vo within 48 hours of the operation. Rats were sacrificed

by decapitation, hearts were removed and washed in cold normal saline. The atria and the

connective tissue around the heart were removed and right and left ventricles were

separated by careful dissection. Lungs were also taken out, weighed, dried in an oven for

48 hours and wet/dry lung weight ratio was calculated.

Quantification of infarct size was carried out where hearts from control and

experimental animals were fixed in 10 Vo formalin and processed for histological

examination. A planimeter technique (18) was used to measure the size of the entire

enriocardial circumference and the infarcted portion of the left ventricle. The percentage
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of the infarcted left ventricle was calculated from these measurements and this percentage

was extrapolated to the respective e4perimental groups. Unless otherwise indicated in the

text, experimental animals with >30 Vo scar size of the left ventricle were used in this study.

2. F{erarodylrarnic assessx¡re¡l&

Control and experimental animals were anaesthetized with an injection of

pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg; Nembutal, I.P.). After intubation of the trachea to

maintain adequate ventilation, the right carotid artery w¿N exposed and a microtip pressure

transducer (Model SPR-249, Miller Xnstruments, Houston, To.) was introduced into the left

ventricle through a proximal arteriotomy. Ttre catheter was advanced carefully through the

lumen of the carotid artery untill the tip of the transducer entered into the left ventricle.

The catheter was secured in place with a silk suture, tied around the artery and connected

to a dynograph recorder (Model RSHA Beckman, Fullerton, CA). I-eft ventricular

pressures, rate of contraction (+dP/dt), rate of relaxation (-dP/dt) and heart rate were

recorded after 10-1.5 min of stablization of the heart function (254,265). Ttre changes in

these hemodynamic parameters were used to characterize the mild, moderate and severe

stages of CHF at 4, B, and 16 weaks after coronary ligation.

3. XsolaÉio¡l of' sarco¡rlasrnic reticr¡Ium vesicles

Membrane fractions enriched with SR were isolated according to the procedure

desc¡ibed by }larigaya Schawartz (239). This preparation has been commonly used in our

laboratory as well as by other investigators for studying C** uptake and Ca2*-AT?ase
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activities in SR membrane vesicles (63,266-268).fn some experiments, only crude membrane

(homogenate) was used to study Ca2* transport. Viable non-ischemic left ventricle and right

ventricular tissue were homogenized separately in a Waring blender in a medium containing

10 mM NaF{Cor, 5 mM NuN3, and L5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) at a medium speed for 45

sec. The homogenate was centrifuged at 10,000 gfor 20 min, the pellet was discarded and

the supernatatt was again centrifuged at 40,000 g for 30 min. Ttre L0,000 to 40,000 g

sediment was suspended in 0.6 M KCI and 20 mM Tris-HCl(pH 6.8) to solubilize the

contractile proteins and centrifuged at 40,000 g for 45 min. The final pellet was washed and

suspended in 0.25 M sucrose and 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) and frozen immediatety in

liquid N, unless used in next one hour. All isolation steps were carried out at0-4 oC. To test

if the observed changes in SR Ca2* uptake are not due to an artifact of the method of the

isolation, SR preparations from control and experimental tissues were isolated by another

method (269), different from that employed mainly in this study. Frotein estimation of all

membranes w¿rs carried out by the method of tr-owry et aI (270).

4. Ðeter'¡¡rinatio¡l of, sancoplasmíc neticulum Ca2* u¡lÉahe

The SR Ca2* uptake activitywas determinedusing the Mitlipore filtration technique

(63,266). The membranes (0.03-0.07 mg/ml) were incubated in the presence of 100 mM

KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCt (pH 6.8), 5 mM Mgct, 5 mM K-oxalate, 5 mM NuN: and rhe

desired concentration of asCa 
10.1-1,0 uM). The concentration of free calcium in solutions

was bufferedby ethylene-glycol-bis (n-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N,N-tetra-acetic acid (EGTA)

to obtain activities between 0.1-10 uM. For this purpose, dissociation constants for ÏI*, Na*,
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K*, C*o and Mg2+ binding to EGTA were taken from Fabiato (27I). The reaction was

started with 5 mM AT'F and 0.2 ml sample was filtered at the desired time through a

Millipore filter (size 0.45 um) and immediatelywashed two times with 3 ml ice cold buffer.

T'he filters were dried and then counted for radioactiviy by using the standard liquid

scintillation counting technique (266,267). Appropriate blanks without ATF were included

in all experiments to calculate the ATP dependent Ca2+ uptake. All experiments were done

in triplicate. Since Ca2* uptake in both control and experimental SR preparations declined

by 15 Vowithin2hr of. completing the isolation procedure, freshly prepared (within 60 min)

SR vesicles or frozen preparations were used for biochemical determinationn. Freshly

prepared membranes frozen in liquid N, and kept at -80 oC for 2 to 3 days did not show any

significant loss in tlne C*+ uptake and C** -stimulated ATPase activities.

5. Ðetermination of, Ca2+-stirnutated .ATpase activities

Total (Md- and Ca2*) and basal (Md-) ATFase activities were determined in a

reaction medium containing 100 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris HCl, 5 mM MgC! and 5 mM NuN¡.

Reaction was started with addition of 5mM Tris ATP in presence of 0.05-0.0S mg/mt of SR

protein and was terminated with 1 ml of 12 Vo wt/vol cold trichloroacetic acid (TCA).

Inorganic phosphate liberated during reaction was estimated in protein free filtrate by

spectrophotometric method (63,266,267). The Ca2+-stimulated Mg3*-dependent ATpase

activity is reported as the difference between the total and basal ATPase activities. The

sensitivity of Ca2+-stimulated ATFase to potassiumwas examined at different concentrations

of K+ (222). Ca2*-stimulated ATFase activities were also studied in presence of different
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concentrations of .eTP (0.01-10 mM) for determination of Km and Vmax values for control

and experimental SI{ preparations. Xn these experiments an,{TP regenerating system was

used to maintain a constant amount of ATF available during the reaction procedure. For

this purpose, 0.05 mg/ml of pynrvate kinase arñ 2 mlv{ phosphoenolpynrvate (FEF) was

included in the reaction medium to maintain constant concentrations of ATV (ZZZ).

T'o study the regulatory role of phosphorylating interventions on Ca2*-ATFase

activity, SR membrane vesicles were incubated in presence of cAMF dependent protein

kinase (PK) and calmodulin at 37" for 5 min (229,272). The Ca2*-ATPase pump activities

of phosphorylated preparations in control and experimental SR were measured in presence

of different concentrations of these agents at L0 uM free calcium in the medium. The Ca2*-

stimulated ATPase activities were also studied in the presence of different concentrations

of calcium in the same assay medium where 30 ug of PK or 5uM calmodulin was used for

membrane phosphorylation.

6. tr[rosphonyla$ion of SR xnernbranes

SR preparations (50-60 ug) were phosphorylated in 200 ul of a solution containing

50 mM Tris FICI buffer (pF{ 6.s), 100 mM KCl, 5mM Mgclr, i.0 uM flee ca2* and

L mM f2f¡-afr (2S.5 Ci/mmot) in the absence and presence of 5 uM calmodulin or 5utol

cAMF together with 30 ug/ml protein kinase (268). Following incubation for 2 min. at25o,

the reaction was terminated by addition of 2 ml of ice cold L0 Vo trichloroacetic acid. The

pellet was washed 3 times at 0o by resuspension in 0.1 mt of 1 N NaOFI and precþitation

with 2 ml of 5 Vo TCA. The pellet was then dissolved at room temperature in 0.1, mI of 1
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N NaOF{ and the radioactivity was determined in 10 ml of scintillation fluid.

7" lletenmínaÉion of sunfhydn"yå grotrp conÉe¡¡ûs

Sulfhydryl (SF{ groups) contents of SR. membranes were determine d at 25" with 5,5-

dithiobis (2 nitrobenzoíc acid) (DTNE), according to the procedure of Ellman (273).For

total SH group quantificatioq the reaction medium contained 2Vo SDS,80 mM sodium

Fhosphate buffer þH 8) and 0.5 mg/ml EDTA. ,An aliquot of 200 ul SR prorein (0.5

mg/ml) was added in 1-.0 ml of buffer mixture and 30 ul of 6 mM DTNB (in 100 mM Na

Fhosphate buffer) and the absorbance at 412 nm was measured after 30 min of incubation.

Then 6 mM of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) were added and the reading was taken after 3

min. For free SFI group determination SR membrane (200 ul) was incubated with 100 mM

sodium phosphate buffer and 6 mM DTNB. The first reading was taken after 3 min of

incubation and the second after 3 min of addition of NEM. Calculation of the SH groups

was based on a molar extinction coefficient of 13,600 M/cm at 472 nm for the thiophenol

reaction product and is expressed per L.5 x 1d g of protein.

8" Ðetermination of rnernbrane phospholipids and chotres$erol co¡lúents

Fhospholipids from cardiac SR (2 mg protein) were extracted in 2:1 chloroform,

methanol solution (274). The lipid extracts were dried in the presence of N, and the

individual phospholipids were separated by two dimentional thin layer chromatography.

Plates were dried, sprayed with 5 % sulphuric acid, heated at 150 oC for L5 min and then

visualized under ultra violet tight. The identified phospholipid spots were estimated by
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measuring phospholipid phosphate liberated during reaction. Membrane cholesterol was

estimated by cholesterol esterase method using cholesterol kit reagents of Sigma Chemicals

(St. I-ouis MO).

9. Mano¡rdíatdehyde (MD.e) assay

Ï-ipid peroxidation was determined by the thiobarbituric acid method for the

estimation of malondialdehyde (N[DA) contents as described (275). Heart homogenate ].0

Vo wtfvolwas prepared in 0.2 M Tris, 0.16 M KCI buffer pEl7.4 and incubated for one hour

at 37 oC. An aliquot of L.0 ml of 40 Vo trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added in it. After

mixing, 1 ml of 2 Vo sodium thiobarbituric acid was added. The tubes were boiled for 15 min

and cooled on ice. Then 2 ml of 70 %o TCAwas added and tubes were allowed to stand for

20 min and centrifuged at 800 g for 15 min. The color was read at 532 nm; commercially

available MDA was used as standard.

t0. Catecholami¡les deter¡¡rination

For catecholamines determination, ventricular tissue was homogenizedby a polytron

homogenizer with L Vo NaS, in 0.4 F{Ct (1:10 wt/vot), the homogenate was carefully

aspirated, volume measured and the pF{ adjusted to 8.6 with 1 M Tris-HCl. Catecholamines

in this supernatant were extracted by using activated aluminium oxide and measured by

employing high performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection as

described by }lallman et aI (276).
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lX.. CÍaax'acten'iza$iom ofl SR. vesicles

The purity of the preparation was assessed by standard enzymatic markers for

sarcolemma, myofibrils and mitochondria. Ouabain sensitive Na*-K+ ,{TPase activities of

SR were determined as described elsewhere (277). "[he K+-EÐTA stimulated myosin

.{T'?ase activity wÍN me¿ìsured by the procedure as described by Martin et al (278).

Qrtochrome C-oxidase activity was determined by previously published methods (279).

Rotenone-insensitive NADFH cytochrome C-reductase was measured as described (2S0).

Electrophoresis of proteins in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) polyacrylamide gel (L4%o) was

performed according to the method of l-aemmli (28L). Molecular weights of the protein

peaks were estimated by running known molecular weight standard under the identical

conditions.

12. Ðxtraction of RNA

Total RNA was isolated from the viable left ventricles using the guanidine

thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction procedure described by Chomczynski et aI (282).

The final pellet was suspended in 0.5 ml of double distitled sterile water. The absorbance

at260 nm and 280 nm was used to calculate the total R.NA concentration for all samples.

These values were divided by viable left ventricle weight to calculate total RNA levels

present in control and experimental hearts. T'hese samples were stored at -80 oC until used

for Northe¡n and slot blot analysis.
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f,3" Norühexæ hloÉ amalysís

The mR.NA levels of Ca2o-AT'Fase, glyceratdehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GAPDH) and ribosomal R.NA (28S rRNA) were quantitated using Northern blot analysis

(93).20 ug of total RN.Awere fractionated onIVo agarose gel containing L M formaldehyde

and blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & Schuell Inc. Keene, N.Y). These

filters were baked for one hr at B0 oC and IIV crosslinked to nitrocellulose in an UV

Stratalinker (Stratagene, CA).

14" Sno& bloÉ analysis

The R'NA slot blot method was used to analyse the e4pression levels of Ca2*-ATpase,

GAPDH, and 28S rRNA. Total R.NAwas denatured in50 % formamide,T Vo formaldehyde

and L X SSC by heating at 65o for L5 min followed by cooling on ice (93). Serial amounts

(3 and 6 pg) of total R.NA from each sample of the left ventricles was loaded onto the

nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher & Schuell) of a slot blot apparatus . The same amount

of tRNA was also loaded to detect non-specific binding of probes. Cross linking in an UV

Stratalinker w¿ts done after these filters were baked in an oven at 80 oC for one hour.

15. cÐNÅ. grnohes

For Ca2*-ATPÍtse, a 1.7-kb cDNA fragment containing the protein coding region and

the 3'untranslated region of the rabbit cardiac/slow-twitch Ca2*-ATPase (SERCA 2a) was

used (246). For glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 1.63-kb chicken

GAPDX{ cDNA was used (93). Mouse 28S rRNA fragment was used to veriff that a
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constant amount of RNA was loaded onto each lane during l{orthern and slot blot analysis.

16. FilÉes' hyhnidízatåora

The nitrocellulose membranes prepared under the conditions described for l,{orthern

and slot blot analysis were pre-hybridized for 4-6 hr and then hybridized with 32P-labelted

cDNA fragments fo¡ Ca2*-ATPase, GAPDE{ and 28S rRN,{ as probes. After overnight

hybridization, these filters were washed ¡vice with standard saline citrate (SSC) and,0.L Vo

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) solution for L5 min at 50oC and dried for 3 hours at room

temperature. The filters were then exposed to Kodak X-Omat-AR. film. After

autoradiography, the radiolabelled mRNA bands were quantitated by densitometer scans

using Photofinish and Scanplot computer programs. The optical density of mRNA for each

of the Ca2*-ATPase bands was divided by that for GAPDH and 28S band optical density.

The relative level of the mRNA for Ca2*-ATPÍNe corrected against that for GAPDF{ and

28S rRNd in each sample were calculated as percentage of mean values of the

coresponding message level in the control groups (93).

î7. StatisÉical analysis

The results are presented as mean t SE and the statistical difference between

mean values for two groups was evaluated by the Student's t-test for biochemical data; a

P value < 0.05 was taken to reflect a significant difference. Since values for sham operated

control at 4,8 and 16 weeks of operation were not different from each other, the results

from these groups were combined. The statistical difference between two groups w¿rs
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evaluated by Non-parametric unpaired Kroskil test using Macintosh Statview computer

program.
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rV. R,ESUÃ,T'S

L. Genena[ chanacÚenisÉics amd hermodyrar¡ric staÉus of experirmexaÉaå a¡dx¡xals

The occlusion of coronary artery in rats produced a wide spectrum of scar formation

(15 to 55 %) in the left ventricle. Histology of a heart, L6 weeks after coronary artery

ligation ¿N compared to control is shown in Figure 1. Complete replacement of necrotic

myocardium by connective tissue 16 weels after coronary ligation indicates the success of

operative procedure. Thickening of the left and right ventricular walls as well as of the

interventricular septum is obvious ¿rs compared to control heart. Furthermore, dilatation of

the left and right ventricles can be appreciated in the experimental hearts. The results

regarding the general characteristics of experimental animals showing > 30 qo scar size are

given in Table L. Although the weight of viable left ventricle increased markedly (p<0.05)

at 1'6 weeks, it should be noted that the apparent weight of the viable left ventricle was

significantly less at 4 weeks and was not different at 8 weeks of myocardial infarction.

However, as reported earlier (22,92,266), the normalized left ventricular weight, at 4 and

8 weeks, when the infarcted tissue was taken into account increased by about 30 and 90 Vo,

respectively, when the infarcted tissue was taken into account. The right ventricles

showed varying degrees of hypertrophy at 4, I and 16 weeks of inducing myocardial

infarction. No difference in the scar weights of the left ventricular free wall was seen among

the 4,8, and L6 weela experimental groups. Although a progressive increase in ascites was

noted in experimental animals, the lung wet/dry wt ratio, an indicator of lung congestion,

increased at I and 16 weels only.
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F'þre 1. Cross section of rat heart at L6 weeks post-ligation of the left coronary artery or

sham operation. Dilatation and hypertrophy of the left and right ventricles (n-V, RV) and

extensive replacement of LV free wall with scar tissue is evident. C-control; E-experimental.



Table 1. General characteristics of experimental rats at 4, 8 and 16 week after coronary artery ligation

Parameter

Body \Mt (g)

Scar wt (mg)

Viable LV wt (mg)

RV wt (mg)

LVlBody wt (melg)

RNA/LV wt (¡¿glmg)

Lung wet/dry wt
ratio

Ascities (ml)

Control

4 Weeks

440 ! 15

780 r 40

220 ! 20

1,.76 ! 0.I

1.80 r 0.3

3.77 ! 0.3

Experimental

450 t 18

300r8

590 r 40.

300 + 20-

1,.3t ! 0.2

1.76 ! 0.4

4.08 r 0.3

1.20 r 0.1.

Control

Results are mean J SE of 8-L0 experiments for each group. 
.P<0.05 

vs. sham-operated controls.

I WeeLrs

521. ! L0

920 ! 70

250 ! 30

1.76 ! 0.1,

1.69 t 0.3

3.88 r 0.3

Experimental

503 r 14

330 t 10

970 r 50

390 + 40.

1.92 ! 0.2

Control

16 Weeks

588 r 16

1000 t 60

280 r 30

1.70 t 1.0

1.87 r 0.4

3.89 r 2.0

67

Experimental

550 r 20

1,.70 ! 0.2

5.09 t 0.3.

3.00 r 01-

350 t 12

1280 r 60-

430 r 40.

2.32 + 0.L"

1.45 I 0.4

5.46 + 0.2"

6.0 + 0.1..
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The results deseribed in Table 2 indicate that the left ventricular end-diastotic

pressure (LVEDP) was increased whereas the rates of contraction (+ dP/dÐ and relaxation

CdP/dÐ decreased significantly (F<0.05) at 4, B and 16 weels of coronary ligation. The left

ventricular systolic pressure (LVSP) and heart rate (F{R) were decreased in L6 weeks

experimental animals only. These changes are consistent with those reported earlier with

this experimental model indicating mild, moderate and severe stages of congestive heart

failure at 4,8 and 16 weeks of coronary occlusion, respectively (92,266). Xt should be

mentioned that the division of e4perimental animals into mild, moderate and severe stages

of CHF with respect to time after coronary occlusion is arbitrary and is used for the purpose

of comparison of hemodynamic and clinical changes with alterations in biochemical

parameters. Since 80 to 90 Vo etryenmental animals died within 20 to 24 weeks of inducing

myocardial infarction, no hemodynamic assessment was carried out at this late stage of

congestive heart failure.

2, SR Ca2+ uptake activiûies Í¡a failing hearts

Ca2* uptake activities of SR from right ventricle and the viable left ventricle were

studied in 4 weeks experimental animals and the results are shown in Figures 2 and 3. A

time course study of C** uptake revealed a marked depression in SR preparations from

the left ventricle whereas a significant increase was evident in the right ventricular

preparations (Figure 2). An opposite pattern of changes in SR. Ca2* uptake activities,

when measured at different concentrations of C**, was also seen in the teft and right

ventricles (Fig 3). A Lineweaver-Burk plot analysis of the data showed that the depression



Table 2. Hemodynamic parameters of experimental rats at 4, 8, and 16 weeks after coronary artery ligation.

Parameter

LVSP (mmHg)

LVEDP (mmHg) 2.3 t L.0 10.2 + 2.!'

Control

4 Weeks

+dP/dt (mmFlg/s) 5408 t 101 4330 + 400. 5402 r 380 4240 ! tzg" 5650 r 501 33L6 + 3Lz"

L32!4 124 !8

Experimental Control

-dP/dt (mmHg/s) 4880 t 215 3L17 + 400' 5000 r 301 3440 + zot"

FIR (beats/-in) 40L t 6 398 J 30

Results are mean t SE of 8-10
end-diastolic pressure; + dP/dt,
controls.

B Weeks

125!6 109t8

Experimental

2.2 ! 1,.1 12.5 ! I.3.

Control E4perimental

experiments for each group.
rate of contraction; -dP/dt,

16 V/eeks

L23 !7 85 + 7.

69

391. ! 16 340 r 11

3.1 r 1.3

LVSP, left ventricular systolicpressure; LVEDP, left ventricular
rate of relaxation; HR, heart rate. 'P<0.05 vs. sham-operated

15.0 r 1.5.

52L0 ! 414 2590 r 301.

382 ! L5 285 t t2'
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Fþre 2. SR. Ca2n uptake activity at various times of incubation in the right and teft

ventricles from control and 4 week experimental hearts. The concentration of Ca2+ used

was 10 uM. Values presented are mean t SE of 8 control and 4 experimental hearts. sF

<0.05 vs respective control.
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Figure 3. SR Ca2* uptake at different concentrations of Ca2+ in the right and left

ventricles from control a¡d 4 weels experimental hearts. Ca2o uptake was measu¡ed during

the first 2 min period as the reaction was linear under the assay conditions employed in

this study. Values are mean t SE of 6 controls and 5 experimental hearts. sF <0.05 vs

respective control.
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of SR. Ca2* uptake in the left ventricle was associated with a decrease in the maximal

velocity (Vmax) in 4 weeks experimental animals (Table 3). On the other hand, the Vmax

value for Ca2* uptake in SR from the right ventricle was increased at 4 weeks after the

induction of myocardial infarction. The results in T'able 3 also indicate that the values for

Vmax in left ventricles were decreased at B and 16 weeks whereas those for the right

ventricles were increased at B weeks and unaltered at 16 weeks of coronary occlusion. T.he

dissociation constants (Ka) for the SR. Ca2* uptake in left and right ventricles were not

altered at 4, 8 and 16 weeks of myocardial infarction. trt should be pointed out that the

Vmax and Ka values in right ventricle SR. Ca2+ uptake were lower and higher than those

in the left ventricles, respectively. Other investigators (283,28 4) have also reported lower

values for SR Ca2+ uptake in the right ventricle in comparison to those in the left ventricle

and these differences in the SR Ca2* uptake activities were suggested to reflect functional

differences in both ventricles (2S3).

Earlier studies have indicated an excellent relationship between scar size and

impairment of cardiac performance in rats upon occluding the coronary artery (18). Since

16 weeks experimental animals with less than 15 Vo scar size had no ascites whereas those

with 15 to 30 Vo scar size showed ascites comparable to what was seen at 4 weeks

experimental animals with 30 to 55 Vo scar size, it was considered interesting to study

changes in SR Caz* uptake with respect to scar formation in the left ventricle due to

coronary occlusion. The results in Table 4 show no changes in SR Ca2* uptake in both left

and right ventricles from animals with less than 15 Vo scar size. On the other hand, a scar

size-dependent progressive decrease in SR C*+ tptake was seen in the viable left
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T'able 3. Kinetic parameters for sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2o uptake in control and

experimental hearts (4 weels).

ï.eft Ventricle Right Ventricle

K"

(pM)

V**

(nmol/mglmi")

K---a

(¡rM)

V-*

(nmol/mgl-in)

Control

4 Week

8 Weeks

L6 Weeks

0.42 t 0.06

0.43 t 0.08

0.41 t 0.06

0.39 t 0.07

150 r 4.0

78 t 3.7"

54 r 3.L.

32 + 2.9'

0.61 r 0.04

0.52 r 0.06

0.54 r 0.09

0.58 r 0.05

30 r 1.5

45 t 0.9'

37 + L.3"

25 ! 1.2

Each value is mean t SE of. t2 control and 4 experimental animals at 4,8, and L6 weeks

after inducing myocardial infarction. Ca2* uptake was measured in the presence of

different concentrations of calcium and dissociation constant (lÇ) ar well as maximum

velocity (V'o*) values were calculated from the I-ineweaver-Burkplots. Because the data for

4,8 and 1,6 weels sham controls was not different from each other, the results were grouped

together. " P < 0.05 vs control.
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T'able 4. Sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ uptake in experimental hearts with different scar

size at 4,8, and l-6 weeks after hgation of the left coronary artery.

Results are mean J SE of 5-6 experiments for each group at 4,8, and 16 weeks. The

concentration of Ca2* used here was 10 ¡¿M. 
.P<0.05 

vs. control.

Scar Size

Control <I5 Vo 15-30 % >30 Vo

Ca2+ uptake (nmol C** /mg/min)

I-eft ventricle

4 Weels

8 Weels

L6 Weeks

Right ventricle

4 Weeks

B Weetris

L6 Weeks

132 ! 4.7

L40 ! 4.4

t49 ! 5.6

727 ! 5.t

L32 ! 4.8

140 t 3.8

90 t 3.2"

76 t 2.2"

65 + 2.r'

56 t 2.6'

46 + 2.I'

37 + L.3"

29 ! 1,.4

25 ! I.2

24 ! 2.L

26 ! 1.8

23 ! 3.0

26 ! 2.2

37 t 1.6'

32 + L.2'

22 ! L.3

42 + t.0'

35 t 1.3.

23 ! 0.9
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ventricle during the development of congestive heart failure in rats with scar size from 15-

30 % and greater than 30 Vo. The activities of SR. Ca2* uptake in right ventricle were

increased at 4 arñ B weeks with scar size of 15-30 Vo and 30-55 Vobutwere unaltered in

l-6 weeks experimental animals. nn 20 weeks e4perimental animals (n=3) with large scar

size (40-50 Vo), the SR Ca2* uptake in the left ventricle was decreased by almost S0 %

whereas that in the right ventricle was decreased by almost 35 Vo of the respective control

values. Thus it appears that there is a progressive decrease in SR. Ca2* uptake in the left

ventricle whereas SR Ca2* uptake in the right ventricle showed a biphasic change during the

development of congestive heart failure.

3. Methodologican consideration for SR Ca2+ u¡ltake

Since Ca2* uptake measured by the Millipore filtration technique represents the

net C*+ accumulation in SR vesicles as Ca2* influx and C** efflux occur simultaneously

during the incubation period, it can be argued that the observed changes in SR Ca2*

uptake are due to differences in Ca2* eff1ux activities in the control and e4perimental

preparations. T.his possibility was ruled out by including ruthenium red, an inhibitor of SR

Ca2* efflux (285), in the incubation medium. The data in Table 5 indicates that the pattern

of changes in Ca2* uptake activities of the experimental preparations in the presence of

ruthenium red were similar to those seen in its absence (Table 3). Similar changes in the

SR' Ca2* uptake activities of the left and right ventricles from the 4 weeks experimental

animals (n=2) were seen when 100 to 500 uM ryanodine, another inhibitor of. C** release,

was included in the incubation medium (data not shown).
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Table 5. C** uptake in cardiac SR of control and e4perimental hearts (4 and 16 weeks)

in presence of ruthenium red.

Values are expressed as mean t SE of 3-4 experiments for each group. The concentration

of calcium used was L0 uM whereas the concentration of ruthenium red used was 2.5 uM.
'P < 0.05 vs respective control.

Calcium uptake (nmoles C** /mg/mhn)

T'ime after
infarction

Experimental

fæft ventricle

4 weeks

l-6 weeks

r37 ! 2.2

1,48 ! L.2

75.6 + 1.3"

50.3 r 1.7"

Right ventricle

4 weeks

L6 weeks

32.7 !

28.3 !

1,.3 50.4 r 1.3'

29.7 ! 0.41.1
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In order to see if the observed changes in SR Ca2o uptake were not due to an

artifact of the method of isolatioq SFt preparations from the control and e4perimental

tissues were isolated by a method (269) different from that employed in this study. The

results shown in Figure 4 indicate a progressive depression in Ca2* uptake in the left

ventricles at 4,8 and 16 weel¡s and an increase in C** uptake in the right ventricles at 4

and I weel¡s of myocardial infarction. Since varying degrees of proteolysis can be seen to

occur upon homogenizing the diseased hearts, it is possible that the observed changes in the

SR. preparations are due to differential effects of the proteolytic enrymes. Accordingly,

hearts from both control and experimental (4 weels) animals were homogenized in the

presence of 0.L mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), an inhibitor of the proteolytic

en4rmes (286), and SR vesicles were isolated for Ca2* uptake determination. The results for

the C** uptake activities for the right and left ventricular SR preparations from control and

4 weeks experimental animals (n=2) were similar to those shown in Table 3. Furthermore,

the pattern of changes in Ca2* uptake activities in the 4 weeks experimental (n=2) right

and left ventricles did not change when SR preparations were obtained from tissue

homogenates by employrng aglass homogenizer or apolytron.In another set of experiments,

oxalate supported Ca2* uptake was determined in tissue homogenates of the left and right

ventricles from both control and 4 weeks experimental animals, according to the methods

described by Solaro and Briggs (287). The data in Table 6 indicate that oxalate supported

activity was decreased in the left ventricle and increased in the right ventricle. The absence

or presence of NaNr, a mitochondrial Ca2* transport inhibitor, in the homogenate did not

aLter the pattern of results.
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Figure 4. ü* uptake activity measured in cardiac SR. at different stages of cardiac failure

4,8, and 16 weels in the left and right ventricles as compared to control. ü* uptake was

measured inpresence of 10 uM calcium. Each point represents mean t SE of I controls and

6 experimental hearts in each group. sP <0.05 vs respeetive eontrol.
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Table 6. Oxalate supported Caz+ uptake in homogenate from control and 4 weels

experimental hearts.

Values are mean t SE of 4 e4periments. The concentration of Ca2* was L0 uM whereas

that of Na\ was 5 mM 
.F 

<0.05 vs control.

Ca2* uptake (nmoles C** /mg/rrrtn)

ï.eft ventricle R.ight ventricle

Control Experimental Control Experimental

In absence of NaN,

50 ! 2.1, 30 r 1.3" 12 r 0.g 1g + 0.g'

In presence of Na\

46 r 1.0 2g r 0.9. 11 r 0.5 1g + 0.9'
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F'rom these e4periments it is apparent that the observed changes in the sarcoplasmic

reticular Ca2* uptake in both right and left ventricle were not due to any arttfactassociated

\Mith the isolation and purification of the SR. vesicles. In addition, these results also rule out

the possibility that we are dealing with a select population of SR vesicles which is isolated

from the e4perimental heart by the methods employed in this study. Along with that it was

concluded that SR Ca2* uptake activities are regional-specific and time dependent in right

and left ventricles and these changes are directly related to the extent of myocardial

infarction in these hearts. Because Ca2* uptake in SR is dependent on ATP hydrolysis, the

Ca2*-stimulated ATPase activities of SR preparations were studied in control and

e4perimental animals. To characterize the changes in SR Ca2+-stimulated ATPase, animals

at severe stages of congestive heart failure were used and these studies were limited to the

left ventricular tissue only.

4. SR Ca2+-sti¡nutated ATFase activities im failireg lrearËs

fn one set of experiments, the Mg2+-ATPase and Ca2+-stimulated ATPase activities

of control and failing SR. preparations were studied in presence and absence of 5 mM

sodium azide, an inhibitor of mitochondrial ATPase. The C** -stimulated ATFase activities

was decreased in failing heart as compared to control without any significant change in the

nfg2*-affase activity (Table 7). nt is also obvious from the results that the contribution of

mitochondrial ATPase activity was minimal (Table 7). Since the Ca2+-stimulated ATpase

activity is known to be affected by monovalent cations (222), the sensitivity of
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T'able 7. Mg2+-AT?ase and Ca2+-stimulated ATPase activities in presence and absence

of sodium azide (5mM) in the left ventricles of control and experimental hearts (16 weeks).

.{T?ase activity (nmoles Pi/ mg/ nrtn)

Experimental

A. In the absence of sodium azide

Md. ATPase

Ca2 
* -stimulated ATPase

4482 ! 85

1.L5 ! 2.7

4624 ! 78

35 + 2.3"

B. In the presence of sodium azide

Md* ATPase

Ca2 
+ -stimuLated ATPase

4596 ! 96

109 t 5.0

4645 t 85

3L +'L.2

Results are mean t SE of 4 e4periments for each group. Significantly different 
.P<0.05 

vs

control.



Ca2+-stimulated ATFase to potassium was examined in eontrol and experimental

82

left

ventricle. The enryme activity was stimulated by potassium and the maximal activity was

seen at 100 to 150 mM concentrations of potassium in both control and failing heart

preparations; however, the Ca2*-stimulated ATFase activity in the experimental SR was

depressed at all concentrations of K+ (Figure 5).

The Ca2*-stimulated Mg3*-dependent ATFase activities were also examined in SR.

preparations at different concentrations of calcium to test the C*+ sensitivity of SR in the

left ventricles of animals in severe stages of heart failure. The enzyme activity was depressed

at all concentrations of calcium in experimental heart preparations as compared to control

(Fþre 6). The Lineweaver-tsurk plot of the data revealed no change in Ka values for C**

but the V-* was depressed in experimental hearts as compared to control (Table 8). Since

increasing the ATP concentration is known to stimulate the enrqe turnover and increase

the net ATP hydrolysis, a study was undertaken to examine SR Ca2*-stimulated ATPase

activity in presence of different concentrations of ATP (0.01-10 mM) in control and

experimental preparations. The rate of AT? hydrolysis was depressed in e4perimental heart

preparations as compared to control at all concentrations of ATF tested (Fþre 7). The

results revealed a marked depression in Vmax value without any changes in the Km values

in the failing heart preparations (Tabte 8). From these results it is evident that the affinities

of. C** pump AT?ase for both C** and ATP were unchanged but the capacity of the

enzyme to hydrolyse AT? was markedly decreased in e4perimental heart SR as compared

to control.
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Table B. Kinetic parameters for cardiac SR Ca2+-stimulated ,ATPase in presence of

different concentrations of Caz* andATP in the left ventricles of control and experimental

hearts (16 weels).

Control Experimental

A Different concentrations of C**

Ka

Vmax

0.42 ! 0.3 0.38 r 0.2

139 t9 42+ 4'

B. Different concentrations of AT?

Km

Vmax

0.18 r 0.2 0.2L t 0.2

L47 ! t5 47 tB"

Values are mean t SE of 5 experiments. Significantly different from controls 'F<0.05.
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5. Reguåaúio¡¡ ofl SR Ca2+-súi¡mu¡åaûed ATPase ñm failimg heanÉs

Since phosphorylation of SR. membrane by cAMP-dependent protein kinase or

calmodulin is known to increase Ca2*-AT?ase activity (223-225), we studied the enryme

activities of SR. preparations upon treatment with cAMP-dependent FK or calmodulin. The

addition of cAMP-dependent FK in the medium produced a concentration-dependent

stimulation of enryme activity in both control and erperimental preparations. The C** -

stimulated ATPase activity in the experimental SR. was lower than the control values at low

concentrations of cAMP-dependent protein kinase; however at higher conentrations the

Ca2*-AT?ase activities in e4perimental heart preparations was near control values (Table

9). Effect of calmodulin on Ca2*-AT?ase activity was also concentration dependent;

increasing concentrations of calmodulin increased the enryme activity in both control and

e4perimental SR preparations (Table 10). The Ca2*-ATPase activities in the experimental

preparations was lower in comparison to the control values at low concentrations, but not

at higher concentrations of calmodulin. It can be seen from the Table 9 and 10 that the

stimulatory effects of both cAMP-protein kinase and calmodulin, when expressed as fold

activation from the basal values were higher in the experimental SR preparations. The

effects of low concentrations of cAMF dependent PK and calmodulin were also tested in

presence of different concentrations of calcium (0.1-10 uM). Ttre increase in Ca2*-

stimulated ATPase activity was calcium dependent after addition of PK (30 ug) and

calmodulin (5 uM) in the medium ; however, the en-ryme activities in the experimental

preparations were lower than the control values (Table 11). K" calculated from the data did

not show any change in the affinity of C** whereas the Vmax values were decreased in
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Table 9. Effect of cAfulP-dependent protein kinase on SR Ca2o-stimulated.AT?ase activity

in control and experimental hearts (16 weels).

Ca2+-stimulated ATFase activity

(nmoles Fi/mg/min)

Control Experimental

Frotein kinase (ug)

0

5

15

30

45

60

I72!4

15515

23t!6

296t7

340r5

38019

(1.4)

(2.0)

(2.6)

(3.0)

(3.4)

37 +2"

94 + 4. (2.6)

165 t 4' (4.5)

235 + 6' (6.3)

290 t 8" (7.8)

341 ! tL (9.2)

R.esults are mean t SE of 4-5 e4periments. The concentration of cAMP in protein kinase

experiments wÍts 1 uM. The concentration of free Ca2* used here was 10 uM. *F <0.05 vs

control is significantly different. The figures in parenthesis indicate fold activation with

resnecf tn fhe hasal wrhreq in fhe qhcen¡c nf nÂh;fÞ-^rnrain Li-ooo---Í-
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Table 10. Effect of cahnodulin on SR Ca2*-stimulated AT?ase actiwty in control and

experimental hearts (16 weeks).

Ca2 
* -stimulated ATPase activity

(nmoles Fi/mg/min)

Control Experimental

Calmodulin (uM)

0

1

J

5

10

20

LL6!4

13s r 3 (1.1)

2e0 ! s (1.6)

2s2 ! s (2.2)

2e6 ! r0 (2.6)

352 t 11 (3.0)

40t4.

80 + 4' (2.0)

L45 r 5. (3.6)

206 ! 7' (5.0)

285 t 11 (7.0)

320 ! r0 (8.0)

R'esults are mean t SE of 4-5 experiments. The concentration of free Ca2* used here was

1,0 uM. *F < 0.05 vs control is significantly different. The figures in parenthesis indicate

fold activation with respect to the basal values in the absence of calmodulin.
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T'abte 11. Ca2+-stimulated ATFase activity in presence of different concentrations of

calcium in phosphorylated SR. membrane in control and experimental hearts (16 weeks).

Ca2* -stimulated,{TPase activity (nmoles pi/mg/min)

Conc. of C** Without Calmodulin cA&lF

Control 0.1_

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

20.0

22!L

5L!2

85t3

11515

ll4!5

10014

60t2"

l.0l- t 3'

130 + 4'

190 + 6'

204 + 7'

207 + 7"

65+4.

L40 + 6"

220 + 7'

293 + B'

301" t 9'

306 t g'

Experimental 0.1

0.5

1.0

5.0

10.0

20.0

7 !L

19r3

27 !2

37 !2

39 !2

36r3

27 +2"

70+5.

L08 + 4-

130 t 3'

153 t 6'

L50 t 6'

6313'

101 t 6'

180 t B'

240 ! 9"

246 t LL"

25L t I0'

Results are mean t SE of 4-5 experiments. Calmodulin 5 uM and Protein kinase 30 ug/ml

was used in the incubation medium. *P <0.05 vs control (without addition of calmodulin

or cAMF dependent FK) is significantly different.
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experimental SR. preparations in comparison to the control values (T'able 12).

T'o gain some insight into the phosphorylation mechanisms, SR. from control and

experimental animals were incubated in presence of [32F¡-ATF. As shown in T'able I3,32p

incorporation was decreased in e4perimental hearts as compared to controls. When these

membranes were incubated in the presence of protein kinase or calmodulin, t p

incorporation was increased both in control and experimental hearts but the activity in the

experimental heart preparations was lower in comparison to the control values. Ïfowever,

it should be noted that stimulatory effects of both cyctic AMP-dependent protein kinase and

calmodulin, when expressed in terms of fold stimulation from the basat values, were higher

in the experimentalpreparations. This table also shows the effects of proteinkinase inhibitor

and calmodulin inhibitor (compound 4S/80) on SR. phosphoryIation. These inhibitors

decreased the 32P incorporation in control and e4perimental SR preparations close to their

respective basal values.

6" Mechanisxms of SR Ca2*-purnp def'ect

The results in Table L4 indicate that the yields of SR membranes in control and

e4perimental hearts were not different from each other. Since sulftrydryl groups of proteins

are important for SR function, anypathological condition can effect the SR Ca2*-stimulated

.ATPase activity by changing the sulftrydryl groups of the membrane. FIowever, both total

and free SF{ group contents in erperimental preparations were not different from those in

the controt SR (Table la) indicating that the integrity of SF{ groups may have been

maintained during severe stages of congestive heart failure. One mechanism for the
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Table 12. Kinetic parameters of Ca2o-stimulated .ATPase in in phosphorylated SR

membrane in the left ventricle of control and experimental hearts (16 weetr<s).

Ka Vmax

(utuf Ca2*) (nmol Pi/mg/mtn)

Control Experimental Control Experimental

No addition 0.46 t 0.2 0.48 ! 0.2 115 t 6 39 t 2

Protein kinase 0.51 t 0.2 0.54 r 0.3 3L7 ! B" 260 + tZ"

Calmodulin 0.48 J 0.4 0.52 t 0.5 Z0g + 9' 1.53 + 5'

Results are mean t SE of 5 experiments. Protein kinase 30 ug/mt and Calmodulin 5 uM

was used in the incubation medium. 'p <0.05 vs control (without addition of cAMF-

dependent PK or calmodulin).
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T'able L3. 32F incorporation in presence of eAÀ¡lP-dependent FK, calmodulin and their

inhibitors in the left ventricles of control and experimental hearts (16 weeks).

Control Experimental

without addition 60 r 3.8 28 + 2.I"

+ cAMF and protein kinase 1,60 ! 4.2 (2.7) L04 t 3.6' (3.7)

+ cdMF, protein kinase and

protein kinase inhibitor

+ C*+ -calmodulin

ss ! 2.6 (0.e) 25 + L.3' (0.9)

148 t 3.s (2.s) 98 + 1..8' (3.5)

+ Caz*-calmodulin and

compound 48/80

s8 r 1.3 (1.0) 27 ! 1,.7" (1.0)

Values are mean I SE of 3-4 experiments and are expressed in pmol 32P¡min¡mg protein.

The concentration of different substrates were 5 uM cAMF, 30 ug/ml protein kinase, L00

ug/ml protein kinase inhibitor, 5 uM calmodulin and 30 ug/rnl compound 48/80. The figures

in parenthesis indicate fold stimulation with respect to the basal values in the absence of

cAMP-protein kinase or calmodulin.
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T'able L4. Cardiac norepinephrine and malondialdehyde contents as well as SR sulfhydryl

(sF{ groups) content in control and experimental hearts (16 weeks).

R.esults are mean J SE of 4-5 experiments. 
.P < 0.05 vs. control is taken as significant.

Control Experimenral

SR Yield (mg protein/gheaft) 1.82 t 0.10 1.97 r 0.15

SR. total SF{ groups (mol/ldg SR prorein)

SIl. free SH groups (mol/ldg SR. protein)

5.4L t 0.82 6.27 ! 0.75

2.30 t 0.2I 2.86 ! 0.24

Cardiac malondialdehyde content (nmol/g heart)

Cardiac norepinephrine content (ng/g heart)

30.75 t 0.90 25.90 t 0.90

223.00 r 8.30 152.00 t 9.70'
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observed changes the SR. Ca2* stimulated ATFase activity in the e4perimental hearts may

be through the 0, free radical lipid peroxidation. tsut this does not seem to be the case

since the level of MDA in experimental hearts did not change significantly in comparison

to the control value (Table 14). nn this regard, the failing hearts used in this study seem to

be different from those employed by others because increased MDA levels in ischemic dog

myocardium during acute heart failure (2SS) and decreased MDA levels in stable phase of

hypertrophy due to pressure overload has been shown in rats (259). Nonetheless, it can be

seen from Table L4 that norepinephrine contents in failing hearts were decreased simitar

to those observed elsewhere (290). Because alterations in membrane lipid composition are

known to affect the Ca2+-stimulated ATPase actiwty,phospholipid and cholesterol contents

were determined in control and experimental SR preparations (Table L5). Concentrations

of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylserine (PS) were decreased bur

concentrations of lysophosphatidylcholine (LpC), sphingomyelin (Sph) and

phosphatidylinositol (FI) were increased in e4perimental hearts SR. as compared to control.

These changes in the membrane phospholipid composition of the experimental heart SR

may be an indication of changes in the membrane composition during this pathological

condition. ÏIowever, the results also indicate that the cholesterol contents as well as

cholesterol/phospholipid ratio in experimental SR preparations were not altered.

To determine whether the depression in SR function in failing hearts may be a

consequence of a differential purity of this fraction, activities of various selected marker

enrymes for different subcellular organelles were examined (Table 16). The enryme

activities as well as purity factors for glucose 6-phosphatase and rotenone insensitive
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T'able 15. Fhospholipid composition and cholesterol contents from cardiac SR of control

and experimental hearts (16 weetr<s).

Fhospholipids (nmol/mg)

Fhosphatidylcholine

I-ys oph o sphatidylch oline

Phosphatidylethanolamine

Sphingomyelin

Phosphatidylserine

Fhosphatidylinositol

Diphosphatidylglycerol

Phosphatidic acid

Total phospholipids

Cholesterol (nmol/mg)

Cholesterol/phospholipids ratio

Control

130 r 3.90

3.91 t 0.31

97 ! 7.2

4.95 ! 0.47

19.0 r 1.36

4.68 ! 0.76

35.0 r 1.30

2.I7 ! 1,.31.

346 ! 27.5

112 r 5.8

0.322 r 0.021

Experimental

1,07 + 3.06'

7.43 + L.06'

102 ! 9.94

6.97 ! 0.44"

10.5 + 0.36'

L0.L + 0.86'

27.2 ! 2.84

1.87 t 0.4

312 ! 26.8

I24 t 7.L7

0.397 r 0.025

Values are mean t SE of 3-4 experiments. Significantly different from control ('p <0.05).
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T'able L6. Specific activities of marker enzymes in the left ventricular SR. from control and

e4perimental hearts (16 weels).

R'esults are mean t SE of 5-6 experiments. The values in parenthesis represent the purity

factors for each marker and are calculated as the ratio of activities for marker en4rmes

in SR/homogenate.

Control Experimental

Glucose-6-Fhosphatase
(umoles Pilmg/hr)

2.98 ! 0.2,4 (9.8) 2.83 ! 0.21. (10.2)

R.otenone-insensitive
NADPI{ cytochrome C reductase

(umoles/me/mtr.)

Ouabain-sensitive Na*-K* ATPase
(umoles Pi/mg/hr)

38.s2 t z.ss (t0.2) 36.46 ! 2.7L (10.6)

1,.65 ! 0.12 (0.8) 1.60 r 0.1s (0.e)

Çytochrome C oxidase
(nmoles/mg/-in)

42.12 ! 3.24 (0.s) 40.18 t 3.11 (0.4)
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NAÐPF{ cytochrome Creductase, well known markers for SR membranes in experimental

preparations were not different from control values. Ouabain sensitive Na*-K* ATFase

activity in SR. was similar in control and experimental hearts and exhibited no increase in

punty over homogenate values. T'hese preparations did not show any Na+- Caz* exchange

activity because no calcium release from the Ca2*-loaded SR preparations was seen upon

adding B0 mM Na+. Furthennore 2 uM vanadate, which is known to depress calcium

uptake in sarcolemmal vesicles by 60-70 Vo, inhibited the SR. calcium uptake in both

control and experimental hearts by about 4 Vo. This would suggest minor sarcolemmal

contamination of these vesicles. It should also be pointed out that the K+-EDTA-stimulated

ATPase activity was undetectable in control and experimental heart preparations. Further

extraction of SR. vesicles with 0.6 M KCl, which is believed to remove myofibrils, did not

affect the calcium uptake activities , ruling out the presence of substantial myofibrillar

contamination in these vesicles. Furthermore, we found similar levels of rytochrome C-

oxidase activity and no appreciable azid,e sensitive Mg3*-ATPase activity in both fractions,

indicating that mitochondrial contamination in these preparations was minimal and

comparable in control and experimental heart samples. These findings suggest that the

results observed in this study were not due to a difference in the relative purity of these

membranes. The protein gel profile for SR preparations indicated no new peak in the

experimental heart SR. as compared to control. Furthermore, no change in the magnitude

of the major protein peaks in experimental hearts was evident (data not shown). This

indicates that there was not any change in the protein composition of the experimental heart

SIt as compared to control.
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7. Ðxpnessioua of ¡mRNA f'or SR. Caz+-ATPase

ln view of the relationship between mR.NA content and Ca2o-,ATPase protein

concentration in SR. (291), we examined the e4pression level of mRNA for cardiac C**-

,{TPase in the left ventricles of control and experimental animals at 4,8 and 16 weeks using

Nothern blot analysis (Fþre B). For normalization of the Ca2+-ATPase mRNA values,

GAPDF{ mR.NA and 28S rRNA values were used as an indication of the total mR.NA and

total rRNA respectively (93). The relative amounts of Caz*-ATPase mRNA present in the

left ventricle ve¡sus GAPDH mRNA in different groups of experimental animals are

presented in Fþre 9. The level of Ca2*-ATPase mRNA relative to GAFDH mR.NA was

significantly decreased in the left ventricles at 4, I and 16 weeks post-myocardial infarction

hearts as compÍIred to sham operated controls (Figure 9A). To reconfirm these observations,

and to see that equal amount of RNA was loaded for each sample, blotted filters were also

hybridized with cDNA for 28S IRNA. When the ratio of the mRNA for Ca2+-ATpase was

calculated relative to the 28S rRN,\ the same trend of changes w¿N apparent (Fig. 98)

indicating that in the left ventricles of the experimental hearts, mRNA levels for C** -

ATPase are not only decreased relative to GAPDI{, but also to ribosomal RNA as

compared to controls.

To further quantitate the variation in the level of expression of gene, we performed

slot blot analysis (Figure 10). GAPDH mRNA and 28S IRNA values were used for

normalization of SI{ Ca2*-AT?ase mRNA. The relative amounts of Caz*-ATPase mRNA

present in the left ventricles versus GAFDH mRNA in different groups of animals was

decreased ÍN compared to control (Figure 114). The same trend of changes was also
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obvious when the calculation was made relative to 2BS mRN.e (Figure 1lts). These results

indicate that the mRNA levels of SR. Ca2o-AT?ase responsibte for calcium uptake are

decreased in mild, moderate and severe stages of heart failure as compared to control

animals.
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The rat model of congestive heart failure has been used by many investigators to

study the structural, functional and morphological characteristics of sunriving myocardium

(L7,92,26L,266). The left coronary artery ligation resulted in 5-50 Vo tnfarction of the left

ventricles in experimental animals after 16 weels of induction of myocardial infarction.

F{eart failure in these animals was associated with hypertrophy of the remaining

myocardium and decreased rate of contraction and relaxation. Increased LVEDP,

congested lungs and presence of ascites were the confirmation of circulatory failure in this

condition. It is the current view that cellular growth in hypertrophy is proportional to the

amount of stress imposed on the heart. On such a basis, it can be assumed that fotlowing

myocardial infarctior¡ the extent of cellular enlargement in the surviving tissue would be

proportional to the magnitude of the myocardial cell loss. During the development of

congestive heart failure, heart not only loses a part of its contractile mass but the remaining

myocardium develops hypertrophy. Anversa et aI (L7) have shown that after large infarcts

of the left ventricle, the hypertrophied surviving myocardium was characterizedby an L8

Vo reduction in the capillary surface and 16 7o increase in the diffrrsion distance for Or.

Therefore a deficit in capillary adaptation can be seen to exist following myocardial

infarction. Since the magnitude of the deficit depends on the extent of hypertrophy which

is related to infarct size (I7), it appears that the surviving myocardium in the left ventricle

may be relatively ischemic. FIowever, unlike the ischemic myocardium, the malondialdehyde

content, an index of increased lipid peroxidation due to oxidative stress, was not increased
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in the failing myocardium due to myocardial infarction. ,A.ccordingly, it is apparent that

viable non-ischemic left ventricle tissue is suitable for biochemical studies of the failing

heart in the experimental model. Furthermore, it should be noted that norepinephrine

content in the failing hearts due to myocardial infarction are decreased and this observation

is consistent with the results obtained from other types of faiting hearts (Zg0).

,4. novel finding in this study was that Ca2* uptake in SR. preparations from the

viable left ventricle decreased whereas that from the right ventricle increased upon inducing

myocardial infarction. Depressed SR Ca2* uptake in the left ventricle and increased SR

Ca2* uptake in the right ventricle were associated with corresponding alterations in the

Vmax values without any change in the affinity of C** transport system for C**. Since

Ca2+-stimulated ATPase activity in the left ventricular SR. was decreased while that in the

right ventriculil SR was increased in the experimental animals, it is evident that the

observed alterations in SR Ca2* uptake activities are due to corresponding changes of the

Ca2*-pump mechanisms in the SR. membrane. Whether or not these changes are due to

alterations in density of the Ca2*-pumping units in the SR membranes from right and left

ventricles cannot be decided on the basis of information available at this time. However,

from the results presented in this study it appears that alterations in the SR. Ca2*-pump

activities are not due to any cross contamination with other subcellular organelles or

artifacts associated with the isolation of SR. vesicles.

,{ decrease in SR Ca2+ uptake activity is usually interpreted to reflect an impairment

in the rate of relaxation of the cardiac muscle (43,44). The depressed SR Ca2+ uptake would

also decrease the intracellular Caz* stores, which are available for release upon excitation
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of the cardiac cell and are considered to be responsible for the contractile force

development (43,44). Although a progressive decrease in SR Ca2n uptake in the viable left

ventricle was seen to occur during the development of congestive heart failure, such changes

did not exhibit a definite relationship with depressed left heart function because the

contractile activity of the left ventricle in 4 and B weeks experimental animals was not

different from each other. Ttris may be due to different types of adaptive changes which may

occur to maintain heart function during the development of congestive heart failure.

Furthermore, alterations in myofibrillar ATPase activities need to be examined during the

development of congestive heart failure to fully understand the relationship of biochemical

defects with contractile failure. Nevertheless, it is notewortþ that the observed decrease

in SR Ca2* uptake in the left ventricle was dependent upon scar size, which has been

demonstrated to show an excellent relationship with the degree of impairment in the left

heart function due to myocardial infarction in rats (18). Accordingly, it is suggested that a

defect in the SR. Ca2*-pump mechanism in the left ventricle may contribute towards

contractile abnormalities in the left heart function subsequent of myocardial infarction.

Opposite changes in SR Ca2* uptake in the right and left ventricles at 4 and 8

weeks of myocardial infarction may reflect differences in the functional status of the right

and left hearts in animals subsequent to myocardiat infarction. Xn fact the right and left

ventricles were found to exhibit hyperfunction and hypofunction 4 weeks after myocardial

infarction in rats, respectively (292). Thus it appears that while the left ventricle is in a

failing stage, the right ventricle is in a compensatory stage. Such a view is consistent with

previous observations where SR Ca2+ uptake was increased at an earþ stage of myocardial
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hypertrophy exhibiting hyperfunction but was decreased at a late stage of hypertrophy

showing hypofunction due to pressure overload (293,294). Since the right ventricular SR

Ca2+ uptake was depressed at terminal stages of heart failure (20 weeks after occluding the

coronary artery), it appears that changes in the right ventricular SR. Ca2* uptake were

biphasic in nature. F{owever, due to a lack of functional data for the right ventricle during

the development of congestive heart failure, it is difficutt to draw any conclusion regarding

the significance of the Ca2+ uptake results. Nevertheless it should be noted that an increase

in both cardiac function and SR Ca2+ uptake has been observed in animals upon exercise

(295) whereas a depression in these parameters has been reported in a wide variety of

e4perimental models of heart disease (43,44,63,267). In view of the concept that changes

in different membrane systems in hypertrophied and failing hearts are dependent upon the

stage and type of the heart disease (43,44), some caution should be exercised in comparing

data from one e4perimental model to another. At any rate, the observed differential

alterations in the right and left ventricular SR Ca2*uptake at 4 weeks of myocardial

infarction may be specific because no changes in Ca2* channels at the sarcolemmal level

were seen in this e4perimental model of congestive heart failure (92). Although both

biochemical and molecular mechanisms responsible for the observed differential changes

in SR' preparations from right and left ventricles in animals with congestive heart failure

remain to be investigated, the results in this study provide evidence for differential

remodelling of the sR. membranes in the right and left ventricles.

The results of this study indicate that the depressed Ca2+-stimulated ATFase activity

in SR from the failing ventricle was associated with a depression in the maximal velocity of
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the enz¡rmatic reaction. Since the Ka value for C** and Km value for ATP were not altered

in the tailing heart preparations, it is evident that the observed depression in the SR Ca2*-

stimulated ATPase was not related to any changes in the affinity of the enzyme for Ca2* or

AT?. Eecause neither the SR. protein yield nor the marker enzyme activities in the failing

heart preparations were different from their respective control values, it is unlikely that the

decreased Ca2*-stimulted ATT'ase activity is due to any cross contamination by other

subcellular organelles. Ttris is further evident from the fact that no new peak was seen in

the gel electrophoretic protein pattern of the e4perimental preparations. Although

inactivation of SF{ groups in the SR Ca2*-stimulated ATPase is known to depress the

enzyme activity (2L8,2L9), this does not seem to be the case for failing heart preparations

¿ts no changes in the total or free SI{ groups contents were apparent. Since the

cholesterol/phospholipid ratio, an important index of memb¡ane fluidity (297) did not

change in the experimental SR, it is improbable that the decreased Ca2+-stimulated ATpase

activity is due to any alteration in the membrane fluidity. On the other hand,

phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylserine contents were decreased while

lysophsphatidylcholine, sphingomyelin and phosphatidylinositol contents were increased in

the failing heart SR preparations. Since changes in the phosphoþid composition of the SR

membrane are known to exert a profound effect on the Ca2*-stimulated ATFase activity

(2L7,296,297), the observed alterations in the phospholipid contents of the failing heart SR.

can be seen to e4plain the depressed enzyme activity in these preparations.

In addition to changes in the composition of membrane phospholipids, othe¡ factors

such as alte¡ations in membrane phosphorylation by cyclic AMP dependent kinase as well
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as calcium-calmodulin system are known to regulate the SR Ca2*-stimulated AT'Pase activity

(223).In this regard, it should be noted that cyclic AMP protein kinase dependent and

calcium-calmodulin dependent phosphorylation have been reported to augment the SR

Ca2*-stimulated ATFase actiwty (224,272) and thus any decrease in one or both types of

membrane phosphorylations could be associated with a depression in the enryme activity.

fire results of this study have indicated depressed phosphorylation activities by both cyclic

AMP-protein kinase and calcium-calmodulin systems in the failing heart SR. preparations.

Furthermore, the activation of Ca2*-ATPase in the presence of low concentrations of

exogenous cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase or calmodulin in the failing heart SR.

preparations w¿ls lower than the control values. Although the fold activation of C** -

stimulated ATPase activity in the experimental SR by low concentrations of cyclic AMp-

protein kinase or calmodulin was higher than that in the control preparations, this apparent

increase in the sensitivity of failing heart SR was due to depressed basal values of the

enãr¡me activity. This view is consistent with similar observations in the failing heart

preparations with respect to membrane phosphorylations in the presence of both cyclic

AMP-protein kinase as well as calmodulin. Since the Ca2*-stimulated ATPase activities in

the experimental SR preparations in the presence of high concentrations of exogenous cyclic

AMP-dependent protein kinase as well as calmodulin were not different from the respective

control values, it can be argued that the depressed enryme activity in the failing heart SR.

may be due to decreased cyclic dMP-dependent protein kinase and calmodulin contents.

This view is further substantiated by the fact that the endogenous phosphorylation activity

in the failing heart SR was less than the control preparations. On the basis of these
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observations, it is suggested that the depressed SR. Ca2*-stimulated ATFase activity in the

failing heart may partly be due to abnormalities in both cyctic AMP-protein kinase and

calmodulin-dependent mechanisms for membrane phophorylation.

While the depressed SR Ca2*-stimulated ATFase activity can be considered to

account for the observed decrease in the Ca2*-uptake in the experimental preparations, the

data in this study does not provide any information concerning changes in the amount of

Ca2*-pump protein in the SR membrane. Nonetheless we examined the mechanisms for the

observed altertions in the SR function during different stages of congestive heart failure by

determining the status of mRNA encoding the SR Caz*-ATPase. It was demonstrated that

the expression of the mRNA for cardiac Ca2*-AT?ase was down regulated at 4,8 and 16

weetra-post myocardial infarction. The depression in the levels of mRNA for Ca2*-ATPase

was seen by employing two techniques, Northern blot analysis and slot blot analysis.

Furthermore, similar results with respect to changes in the relative amounts of mRNA for

Ca2*AT?ase were obtained by using two internal standards namely mRN,{ for GAFDH and

mRNA for 28S. These results are in agreement with reports that the mRNA levels for SR

Ca2*-ATPase were decreased in hypothyroid as well as failing hearts of different etiologies

(1'69,246,247). Furthermore, the expression of calcium pump (Ca2*-ATFase) was co-

ordinately upregulated in hyperthyroidism and downregulated in hypothyroidism (246). \t

should be pointed out that the changes in mRNA expressionfor Ca2*-ATPase were parallel

to alterations in the eryme activity at mild, moderate and severe stages of congestive heart

failure. .Although these data support the hypothesis that changes are occuring at the mRNA

level, it remains to be determined whether the regulation of the SR. Ca2+-pump ATF
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e4pression is occuring at the transcrþtional or post transcriptional level.
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The clinical signs and hemodynamic assessment of rats revealed mild, moderate and

severe stages of congestive heart failure at 4, B and L6 weeks after the occlusion of

the left coronary artery, respectively.

During the development of congestive heart failure, the sR ca2* uptake

activities in the viable left ventricle were decreased progressively at mild

moderate and severe stages of heart failure.

The SR Ca2* uptake activities in the right ventricle were increased at 4 and,

I weeks but no change was evident at L6 week post-infarction.

Opposite changes in SR Caz+ uptake activities in left and rightventricles from

the experimental animals were also seen when the releas e of C** from the

SR. vesicles was blocked by a C**-release channel blocker, ruthenium red.

The observed changes in SR Caz* uptake activities in the both the left and

the right ventricles from experimental animals were associated with

corresponding alterations in the Vmax values without any changes in the

affinity of SR to C**.

The changes in Ca2* uptake activities in the left and right ventricles we¡e time

dependent and were related to the scar size in the left ventricle of

e4perimental animals.

Opposite changes were observed in the SR Ca2*-stimulated ATPase activities

in the left and right ventricles reflecting alterations of the ca2* pump

5.
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mechanisms in SR. membranes in the experimental hearts.

The depressed activity of the SR. Ca2+-stimulated ATFase in the left ventricle

at severe stages of heart failure was associated with a decrease in the Vmax

values for ca2*-AT'Pase without any change in the affinity for ca2o and Alp.

When the SR Ca2*-ATPase activities wÍrs measured in the presence of cA&lp-

dependent PK or calmodulin, the e4perimental left hearts showed more

sensitivity but less enzqe activities at low concentrations of these

phosphorylating agents ¿ìs compared to control values; however in the

presence of high concentrations of these agents, Ca2*-ATPase activities in

experimental left heart SR were not different from the control values.

The phosphorylation activities due to cAMP-dependent FK or calmodulin

were decreased in the failing heart SR preparations indicating abnormalities

of the regulatory mechanisms for the SR Ca2*-pump system.

No changes in the total or free SH group contents of the left ventricle SR was

seen in experimental animals. Marker enryme studies revealed that the

observed changes in the e4perimental hearts were not due to cross

contamination or artefact of the method for isolation of membranes.

Marked changes were found in the lipid composition of the left ventricular SR

in failing hearts and these may partly explain the observed changes in the sR

Ca2*-pump system.

The levels of mRNA for SR Ca2*-ATPase were decreased in the left ventricle

at mild, moderate and severe stages of congestive heart failure suggesting that

12.

13.
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the observed changes in SR Ca2*-pump may partly be due to down regulation

of the genetic process.

T'he results of this study suggest that the contractile abnormalities in the

tailing heart as a consequence of myocardial infarction may be due to defects

in the SR. Ca2*-pump system.

The observed changes in SR. Caz*-transport in failing hea¡t are suggested be

due to alterations in the lipid composition of the SR membrane, defects in the

cyclic AMP and calmodulin mediated regulation of the SR, as well as down

regulation of the gene transcrþtion for the SR Ca2*-stimulated ATpase.

The SR Ca2* transport changes in the left ventricle we¡e opposite to those

observed in the right ventricles from animals with congestive heart failure.

This suggests differential remodelling of the SR membranes in the right and

left ventricles during the development of congestive heart failure due to

myocardial infarction.

15.

L6.
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